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News
Sydney

Hostage situation at Sydney cafe over after police storm in
The hostage situation at the
Sydney Lindt Chocolat Cafe
has ended after a swarm of
heavily armed police stormed
the cafe in the early hours of
Tuesday morning, Australian
police said. Three people were
killed and four wounded during the rescue operation, with
one of them said to be the
hostage-taker.
A police spokesman confirmed “the operation is over,”
but would not release any further details about the fate of
the gunman or his remaining
captives.
An armed Iranian refugee,
identified as Man Haron
Monis, 50, entered the cafe
more than 16 hours earlier
and took and unknown number of customers and staff
hostage.
After a flurry of loud bangs,
police swooped into the Lindt
Chocolat Cafe in downtown
Sydney shortly after five or six
hostages were seen running
from the building.
After the police moved in,
one weeping woman was

helped out by the officers and
at least two other people were
wheeled out on stretchers.
CNN reported two people
were killed and several others
wounded. The information
cannot be verified at this
point.
St.
Vincent’s
Hospital
spokesman David Faktor said a
male hostage was in satisfactory
condition in the hospital’s emergency department. He was the
only one of the freed hostages to
be taken to a hospital.
Ten of the hostages were able
to escape ahead of the police rescue operation. The first three
people ran out of the cafe six
hours into the hostage crisis, and
two women sprinted from a fire
exit into the arms of waiting police shortly afterward. Both
women were wearing aprons
with the Lindt chocolate logo,
indicating they were cafe employees. Five more managed to
flee shortly before police
stormed in.
Monis, a self-styled sheikh, has
long been on officials’ radar. Last
year, he was sentenced to 300

hours of community service for
writing offensive and threatening
letters to families of Australian
soldiers killed in Afghanistan, as
a protest against Australia’s involvement in the conflict.
He was later charged with
being an accessory to the murder of his ex-wife who was
stabbed and set alight in a Sydney apartment block.
Earlier this year, Monis, who
describes himself as a “spiritual
healer,” was charged with the
sexual assault of a woman in
2002 and is facing more than 40
indecent assault charges. He has
been out on bail on the charges.
“This is a one-off random individual. It’s not a concerted terrorism event or act. It’s a
damaged goods individual who’s
done something outrageous,” his
former lawyer, Manny Conditsis,
told Australian Broadcasting Corp.
“His ideology is just so strong
and so powerful that it clouds
his vision for common sense and
objectiveness,” Conditsis said.
In 2001, Monis, also known as
Sheikh Haron, told Australian
news network ABC that he fled

to Australia after falling foul with
the Iranian regime, adding that
his wife and children were put
on house arrest.
Monis’s website shows graphic
images of children that the website says were killed by US and
Australian airstrikes, as well as
media coverage following
Monis’s court appearances and
statements addressed to the
Muslim community and Australian Prime Minister Tony Abbott.
Throughout the day, several
people were seen with their arms
in the air and hands pressed
against the window of the cafe.
A local station, Channel 10, received a call – after two other
media outlets were contacted –
and demanded to speak with
Australian Prime Minister Tony
Abbott and that an Islamic State
flag be brought to the cafe.
Two of the hostages were later
made to hold up a black flag
with the Shahada, or Islamic
declaration of faith, written on it.
The Shahada translates as
“There is no god but G-d and
Muhammad is his messenger.” It

is considered the first of Islam’s
five pillars of faith and is similar
to the Lord’s Prayer in Christianity. It is pervasive throughout Islamic culture, including the
green flag of Saudi Arabia. Jihadis have used the Shahada in
their own black flag.
A number of Australian Muslim groups condemned the
hostage-taking in a joint statement and said the flag’s inscription was a “testimony of faith
that has been misappropriated
by misguided individuals.”

In a show of solidarity, many
Australians offered on Twitter to
accompany people dressed in
Muslim clothes who were afraid
of a backlash from the cafe
siege. The hashtag #IllRideWithYou was used more than
90,000 times by late Monday
evening.
Seven Network television
news staff watched the gunman and hostages for hours
from a fourth floor window of
their Sydney offices, opposite
the cafe.

Jewish
community
reaches out to
bereaved
families
In response to the recent tragedies befalling the Canadian military – four servicemen
were lost to terrorist attacks and work and training accidents – members of the Jewish
community reached out to the bereaved families. Representing the Cons family of Montreal, Rabbi Mendel Marasow (left) presented a significant gift to the loved ones of our
fallen heroes through the Morale and Welfare Services of the Canadian Armed Forces.
Commodore Mark B. Watson, director general, morale and welfare services, graciously accepted the gift, stating, “It’s very meaningful that the Jewish community reached out to
assist the families of the Canadian military, and we are looking forward towards a longterm partnership between the community and the Canadian Armed Forces.”

Schwartz/Reisman Centre

spectacular two day fitness membership sale!

TWO DAYS ONLY
up to $700 added value
December 20 & 21
Join the J
and receive:
3 personal training sessions
$300 JBucks for programs
3 months towel service
3 months nutrition service
1 sportbag and 1 water bottle
No enrolment fee
* some conditions apply

There’s something about this place.

Schwartz/Reisman Centre • Lebovic Campus • 9600 Bathurst Street - Vaughan | LOCATED JUST NORTH OF RUTHERFORD ROAD
905-303-5233 • srcentre.ca/membership
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News
Montreal

Pripstein’s Camp Mishmar is shutting down
Mike Cohen
Quebec Bureau Chief

Happy campers at Pripstein’s Camp Mishmar in the summer, among the last to enjoy the Pripstein camping experience.

When Braverman first joined
his grandfather Chaim Pripstein in the business 42 years

Two Israeli films short-listed
for Academy Awards
Viva Sarah Press ISRAEL21c
Two Israeli films made the shortlist for Best Short Film at the
87th Academy Awards (Oscars). Final Oscar nominations (in all
categories) will be announced on Jan. 15, 2015.
The 40-minute Aya tells the story of a woman who picks up a
complete stranger – a Danish music researcher visiting Israel as
a judge for the Rubinstein Piano Competition – at the airport
and mischievously sets off with him for his destination.
The film is by Mihal Brezis and Oded Binnun, and stars Sarah
Adler and Ulrich Thomsen.
Aya set a precedent in Israeli cinema as the first short film released as a standalone in theatrical screenings.
The writer-and-director team of Tal Granit and Sharon Maymon saw their short film Summer Vacation also get the nod for
one of the 10 finalists in the Best Short Film category.
The 22-minute, Sundance Film Festival selection tells of a family on vacation at a beautiful beach. The catch: The father/husband just wants to get out of there.
The film stars Yiftach Klein, Oded Leopold and Hilla Vidor.
The 87th Academy Awards ceremony will be held on Feb. 22,.
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ago, the Laurentians were one
of the booming centres of the
Canadian camping scene. In
addition to Pripstein’s, there
were more than a dozen privately operated coed English
camps dotting the countryside, including Hiawatha, Pine
Valley, Pembina, Bayview andPanorama.
“Most of us know that when
the Parti Quebecois took
power in 1976, threatening to
separate Quebec from Canada,
more than 100,000 anglophones and many head offices
left the province,” Braverman
said. “This exodus continued
unabated till today, with the
majority of our former
campers and staff choosing to
start their careers and families
elsewhere. This had a devastating effect on our private
camp scene. Camps started
closing one after the other, and
by 2007, Pripstein’s was the
sole camp of the original group
still operating.”

Chaim Pripstein came to
Canada from Poland and got a
job teaching at United Talmud
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Why Judaism Does Not Accept
the Christian Scriptures
A Lecture with

Rabbi Yisroel Chaim Blumenthal
Director, Judaism Resources – Lakewood, NJ

Wed., Dec. 24 • 8:30 PM
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Thurs., Dec. 25 • 12:30 PM – 4:30 PM

Shaarei Tefillah Congregation
3600 Bathurst Street • Admission : FREE
For info: 416-789-0020 or toronto@jewsforjudaism.ca
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A 3-Part Seminar with

Rabbi Michael Skobac
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Debunking Missionary Exploitation
of Rabbinic Literature

Education Director, Jews for Judaism – Canada
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mar (which means ‘On Guard’
in Hebrew) was born, although most people liked to
call it Pripstein’s.
In an effort to help out the
camp’s loyal families, Braverman has met with with Sol
Birenbaum
and
Howie
Grossinger, owners of Camp
Walden, and they have reserved spaces for those already
registered at Pripstein’s.
“After meeting with Sol and
Howie, it was clear to me that
their emphasis on nurturing
their campers and staff and
maintaining strong communication with parents would be
a great fit for our families,” said
Braverman.
Braverman will now put his
sprawling property up for sale
and he hopes to organize a
grand reunion, perhaps recreating the camp’s popular Rock
‘n Roll Friday Night feature.
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Painting by Isador Kaufmann, Rabbi Reading the Talmud, 1921

After 75 years, Pripstein’s
Camp Mishmar in the Laurentians is closing its doors.
“With our early registration
promotional period completed, our camper numbers
are lower than targeted,” said
owner Ronnie Braverman in a
letter to families. “Not only
does this have financial implications for us, but we would
be unable to ensure a great experience for campers without
healthy group sizes. Therefore,
after much discussion, my
family and I have regretfully
decided to call it a day and
close the camp.”
In an interview with the Jewish
Tribune, Braverman said that the
camp population was about 90
per cent Jewish each summer;
staff, about 70 per cent Jewish.

Torahs School. However, when
the depression hit he was one
of the casualties and had to become a peddler to make ends
meet. He made his way to the
Laurentians often and in his
broken
French
became
friendly with many of the
farmers. Business was difficult
for them too. Pripstein had an
idea. One summer he asked if
he could rent a farmhouse and
convert it into a small hotel.
“He promised them to use
their food, which was not
being sold and that his wife
would do the cooking,”
Braverman recalled. “At the
end of the summer they would
at least get some revenue.”
Soon enough guests were
looking for an activity for their
children. Pripstein hired some
counsellors and eventually established an actual camp in
place of the hotel. Camp Mish-
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Christian, Jewish, Muslim groups blast Arab paper’s incitement
Toby Trompeter
Staff Writer
In an editorial published Nov.
28, Dr. Nazih Khatatba, an editor of Toronto’s (Arab language) Meshwar newspaper
(and Palestine House board
member) described the Har
Nof Jerusalem massacre of
Nov. 18 as a “courageous and
qualitative” operation.
Condemnation of this outrage keeps coming from various community leaders across
the Greater Toronto Area.
Michael Mostyn, CEO of
B’nai Brith Canada, said in response to Khatatba’s editorial:
“At a time when Canadians are
concerned about incitement
and the radicalization of our
youth – having just witnessed
two terror attacks on our soil
and numerous young people

lured overseas to join the Islamic State in its savage
agenda – Meshwar has been
caught glorifying attacks on
Jewish worshippers to the
Canadian Islamic community.
This mirrors the propaganda
emanating from extremist
Palestinian terror groups.
“Had this article been published in English, Canadians
would have been outraged and
the story would have received
national attention – as it still
deserves.”
The International Christian
Embassy Jerusalem Canada
(ICEJ Canada) put out a joint
release Dec. 11 with the Canadian Center for Israel and Jewish Affairs (CIJA) calling the
“heinous action by Meshwar
newspaper editor Nazih
Khatatba ‘disgusting, obscene,
disgraceful and possibly crim-

page 5 titled “al-Quds Operation and the Quiet Intifada”).
“A Canadian’s support (of)
violence and terrorism is quite
disturbing. This editorial
sends a negative message to
the Canadian Jewish Community from (the) Muslim Arab
media. Such depiction is
against Canadian pluralistic
values. We condemn Meshwar’s hate message and urge
Canadian law enforcement authorities to investigate the matter.”
Michael Mosytn, CEO of B’nai Brith Canada,
said Meshwar had been glorifying attacks.

inal’ in its incitement to terrorism.”
The release said that in July,
Meshwar suggested that the
only thing the prevented “a
massacre” from taking place

Happy
Chanukah

Canadian Friends
of Yad Sarah
from the

Israel’s unique volunteer network of homecare
support services with over 6,000 volunteers
and 100 branches operating throughout Israel,
bringing hope and help to the frail elderly, the
homebound, people
injured in terror
attacks and children
with special needs! Canadian tax receipt will be issued for donations

Tahir Gora, director of the Muslim Committee Against Antisemitism, said his
group is disturbed by “Meshwar’s editorial.”

outside Palestine House –
where members of the Jewish
Defence League staged a vigil
and protest following the murders of three yeshiva students
in Israel – was the presence of
Toronto police. In August
Meshwar referred to what they
call “the “Holohoax” (sic) as
“the biggest lie in history.”
ICEJ asked: “Why is this violent hatred and blatant antiSemitism being tolerated
against the Jewish people? We
support and urge government
and legal action against such
threats and incitement to violence.”
Tahir Gora, director of the
Muslim Committee Against
Antisemitism (MCAA), said in
an email: “On behalf of
MCAA, we are disturbed
(by…) Meshwar’s editorial
(Issue 118, Nov. 28, 2014,
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Happy
Chanukah

Before acting as general director of Meshwar Media,
Khatatba’s Linked-In profile,
lists him as having been a correspondent with Kuwait News
Agency, from 2002 to 2006,
and a director with the Palestinian Authority from 1994 to
2002.
Meshwar has a history of
publishing Holocaust-denying
articles (see: HonestReporting.ca) and anti-Semitic cartoons reminiscent of the Nazi
propaganda machine.

Palestinian suicide
bombing plot in Tel Aviv
thwarted
(Israel Hayom/Exclusive to
JNS.org) – Israeli security
forces arrested five Palestinians
in October and November
who were plotting to carry out
a suicide bombing in the Tel
Aviv area, the Shin Bet security
agency said Monday.
The suspects include Jenin
resident Yasmin Sha’aban,
who was the designated suicide bomber. She planned to
The Shin Bet logo. (Photo: Shin Bet)
obtain an entry permit into Israel for medical reasons and to wear an explosive belt hidden
under her clothes while disguised as a pregnant Jewish woman.
The other four suspects are all men who reside in the Tulkarm
area in the West Bank.
Following the arrests, a homemade M-16 rifle, a hunting rifle, ammunition, and explosive materials were confiscated by Israeli security forces. The suspects admitted they were in contact with a terrorist
operative from the Gaza Strip, who instructed them on how to assemble the explosive belt. Hamas and Islamic Jihad planned to claim
joint responsibility for the suicide attack, the Shin Bet said.
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B’nai Brith Chanukah Basket Program

Pack ’em, deliver ’em…and then you party

The Chanukah Baskets were assembled by volunteers after a number of businesses contributed their goods as part of the program.

B’nai Brith Canada held its annual Chanukah Baskets program on Sunday with more
than 50 volunteers and families delivering more than 500
baskets to those in need.
B’nai Brith works with Jewish Family and Child and Circle of Care for the lists of
people to whom the baskets
are delivered.
Later in the day, more than 250
people – grandparents, parents
and children – were entertained
by Sonshine and Broccoli, participated in bingo games and
won prizes in a raffle.
There was also arts and crafts
for the kids, along with a face
painter.
And, of course, it wouldn’t
be a Chanukah party without

latkes and soufganiyot, chocolate gelt and that most generic
of foods – pizza.
The Chanukah pary was
sponsored by Harvey Kalles
Real Estate, Global, and BDO.

Face painting was one of the activities at
B’nai Brith’s successful Chanukah party.

NOW IN THORNHILL

BILL’S PIT
STEAK | RIBS | SEAFOOD | PASTA
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Once they were all packed, volunteers and their families came out Sunday morning, picked up their lists and got the baskets delivered.

1200 HIGHWAY 7 WEST
THORNHILL, ON L4L 0E1 | 905-597-7706

www.billspit.com

One young volunteer delivery person had
his hands full.

Tooronto City Councillorr Jame
James
es Pasternak

At the end of a long day, B’nai Brith held a Chanukah party and everyone from grandparents, parents and kids enjoyed the show,
featuring Sonshine and Broccoli (top left)
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Yoour Trusted Voice for the Communitty at City Hall
• Raising the Flag of Israel aat City Hall.
• Tighter rules to stop discrim
mination
and intolerance at City events.
ents.
• Hosting Israeli Mayors andd
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The partners and staff at Eigenmacht Crackower
Chartered Accountants Professional Corporation
wish all their clients a joyous Chanukah
Jack Eigenmacht, B.Comm, CPA,CA,CFP
202-345 Renfrew Drive, Markham, ON
905.305.9722 x. 228 • jack@eigenmachtcrackower.com
www.eigenmachtcrackower.com
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ousing buildings.
• Improving our parks, playgrounds,
roads and sidew
walks.
• Supporting increased
reased arts funding for
community organizations.
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a
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oronto City Councillorr, Waard 10, Yor
o k Centre
416--392-1371 councillor_past
pasternak@toronto.ca
Visit us online: www.jam
mespasternak.ca
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Couple starts petition to stop EP recognition of Palestinian state
Toby Trompeter
Staff Writer
EU foreign policy chief Federica
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Property features

· 6 appliances
· Air conditioning
· Hardwood flooring
· Designer cabinetry
in Kitchen and Bathroom
· Heat included
· Fitness room
· 24-hour Doorman
· On-site management

Property features

· Bachelor, one, two and three
bedroom suites
· In-suite laundry in many suites;
laundry facilities on-site
· Crown moldings
· Hardwood flooring
· Fireplaces in every suite
· Dishwasher
· Solariums in many suites
· H & HW included in rent
· Secure parking
· Fitness room
· 24/7 on-site management

Mogherini recently called for the
creation of a Palestinian state and
held debates on the subject in
November. A vote is scheduled

on it in the European Parliament
(EP) Dec. 24.
A group led by Toronto couple
Joe and Rananah (Goldhar)

in Montreal's exclusive
Westmount Neighbourhood

4300 Boulevard de Maisonneuve West., Westmount
Luxury bachelor, one, two, three and four bedroom suites

Entrance

(438) 968-2316

Haddon Hall • 2255 Rue Lambert-Closse, Montreal

Spectacular Downtown Landmark – Come Home to Haddon Hall!

Entrance

realstar® Montreal

(438) 968-2319

www.realstar.ca

Wishing everyone a Happy Chanukah

Gemeiner, have started a petition
to stop the EP from giving unilateral recognition to a Palestinian state based on Jewish legal
rights to the land (see: www.ipetitions.com and search: Mandate
for Palestine.)
“A week ago Joe was frantic
about the upcoming vote and
said: ‘we’ve become addicted to
passivity and the acceptance of
destruction around us.... We’ve
got to do something!’” recalls
Rananah.
The Gemeiners wanted to “explain why we oppose this – in
part because its simply illegal.
The land has already been acknowledged as belonging to the
Jewish people under international law based on our historical
connection as the indigenous
people of Israel.”
New York businessman Eli
Hertz (Myths and Facts Blog),
wrote the petition, which is also
supported and promoted by
Yossi Winter and Paul Rotenberg
of the Toronto Zionist Council;
Solomon Ben Zimra of Canadians for Israel’s Legal Rights,
Americans for a Safe Israel; the
Unity Coalition for Israel; Israel’s
Legal Forum and the Israel Land
Fund, among many others.
“I’d like to contact a lot more
organizations and I need help,”
said Goldhar, who can be contacted at rgoldhar2@sympatico.ca
The Gemeiners’ petition main-

proved by the
League of Nations
in
1922...and was
declared… ‘not
to be susceptible
of change.’
And “whereas:
historically, before the Arabs
fabricated the
concept of Palestinian Peoplehood as an
exclusively Arab
phenomenon,
no such group
existed.
Not
once are Arabs
as a people mentioned in the
This is from a report by the United Kingdom to the League of Na- “Mandate
for
tions on the administration of Palestine and Trans-Jordan, 1938 Palestine...
tains that “The Mandate for
“Therefore: You, The European
Palestine, The National Home of Parliament, should view yourself
the Jewish People” (July 24, as duty-bound to fulfill the re1922|) is still legally binding and quirement spelled out in the
asserts: “The First Principle of Mandate for Palestine – a historInternational Law: Agreements ical League of Nations document
Must be Honoured…”
that laid down the Jewish peo“Whereas: The [Balfour] Dec- ple’s legal right to settle anylaration was endorsed...by sev- where in western Palestine, a
eral
of
the
Allied 10,000-square-mile area beGovernments...reaffirmed by the tween the Jordan River and the
Conference of the Principal Al- Mediterranean Sea. Any attempt
lied Powers at San Remo in to negate the Jewish people’s
1920...subsequently endorsed rights to Palestine-Eretz-Israel, is
by unanimous resolutions of a serious infringement of interboth Houses of the Congress of national law,” the petition conthe United States...embodied in cludes.
the Mandate for Palestine... ap-

ZOA asks Scholastic to address
omission of Israel from book map
(JNS.org) – The Zionist Organization of America (ZOA) wrote a
letter to Scholastic, the world’s largest publisher and distributor
of children’s books, that asks the company to take steps to address its publication of a book containing a Middle East map
without Israel.
The book, Thea Stilton and the Blue Scarab Hunt, was published
by Scholastic as part of the children’s series featuring the Geronimo Stilton character. Scholastic has called the omission of Israel
from the map “inadvertent,” and the company confirmed that it
will cease shipment of the current edition of the book while it is
being revised and reprinted.
But in its Dec. 10 letter, ZOA asked Scholastic to take additional steps to address the situation, including: “(1) investigate
how this omission occurred and why; (2) suspend relations with
the book’s author, illustrator and Italian publisher until the investigation is completed and those responsible are identified; (3)
once the investigation is completed, terminate relations with
those responsible for omitting Israel from the map; (4) ensure
that Scholastic’s editors and proofreaders have the requisite experience, competence and attention to detail to prevent such errors and omissions from recurring; (5) issue accurate
replacement to those who have already purchased the book omitting Israel; (6) conduct a thorough review of Scholastic’s other
books to verify their accuracy, and (7) issue a public apology and
a public statement reflecting all the steps that Scholastic will be
taking to remedy the incident and prevent it from recurring.”
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The 22-year-old who knows his wine
Abigail Klein Leichman
ISRAEL21c
If Israeli winemakers want their
bottles featured at Jerusalem’s
deluxe Mamilla Hotel, they must
please the palate of one man: Oz
Korenberg, who at 22 is Israel’s
youngest head sommelier.
Korenberg holds the key to the
Mamilla’s wine cellar – containing up to 1,500 bottles, all Israeli
vintages aside from champagne
— and accepts only about one of
every five wines he tastes.
“A lot of wineries want to get
onto my wine menu because we
offer them a lot of exposure. But
you have to impress me,” Korenberg told ISRAEL21c.
As the head wine steward at a
hotel that attracts an international clientele, Korenberg is
often the one to introduce Israeli
wines to guests with sophisticated tastes.
“You have to know your customer base and I know my customers drink expensive wines,”
he said.
Since starting as a sommelier at
the Mamilla in 2011, Korenberg
has served the likes of former US
President Bill Clinton, former
UK Prime Minister Tony Blair,
the Prince of Monaco, Barbra
Streisand and Sharon Stone.
“A lot of cool people stay at the
Mamilla,” he said. “The last time

Oz Korenberg on the job.Tony Blair
was here, all the managers lined
up and the only guy he recognized was me. He smiled and
said, ‘What are we drinking
tonight?’ I was so honoured.”
Every Friday evening, Korenberg hosts wine tastings (free for
hotel guests, NIS 90 for others).
He talks about the history of
winemaking in Israel, what
makes wine kosher, how to
drink and store wine, how long
you can drink wine after it’s
opened, wine-and-food pairings
and related topics.
At dinner, he makes the
rounds of the hotel’s lounges and
restaurants, offering suggestions
to guests eager to try local vintages.
“I ask a few simple questions
about what you usually drink,
what you feel like drinking now,
what you’re eating now, and my
instincts will guide me. Being a
sommelier is about getting the
vibe of the customer, making
your guests really feel comfortable and making their culinary
experience perfect.”
One may wonder how a man
of such tender age, and no formal training, landed a job like
this.
Born in 1992 and raised in the
Jerusalem suburb of Mevasseret
Zion, Korenberg decided at 15
to live with an aunt and uncle in

Former MPP to
join New View
Communications
Radio broadcaster and former
Thornhill MPP Peter Shurman
has joined New View Communications as the company’s senior associate. He will continue
with his broadcasting activities
and other business affiliations.
New View provides corporate
communications consulting for
Peter Shurman joins Howard English’s
both business and non-profit
new company
sectors. It was recently established by Howard English, who served, before founding the
company, as senior vice-president of CIJA and, before that, as
vice-president, corporate communications for UJA Federation
of Greater Toronto.
“Peter is one of Canada’s most accomplished communicators,
with exceptional experience in both private and public sectors,”
said English. “His successful background will be invaluable in
expanding New View’s current catalogue of clients and providing them with comprehensive, hands-on service.”
“It certainly didn’t take me long to respond positively when
Howard approached me. His outstanding reputation speaks for
itself,” said Shurman. “Our combination of corporate communications, community relations and media skills, will carve out
a unique niche in the communications field.”

Florida so that he could attend
an exclusive high school on
scholarship. As it happens, his
uncle has a 500-bottle wine cellar.
“My uncle said, ‘Sit down,
Ozzie, and I’ll teach you how to
drink something classy.’ He’s part
of a private group that wines and
dines together and I got hooked
on the combinations of food and
wines the first time he took me
along. We did this about once a
month and I explored really expensive wines.”
Six months after arriving in
Florida, the teen was diagnosed
with a rare malignant brain
tumor. He endured a 17-hour
operation at Miami Children’s
Hospital and 14 months of
chemotherapy, all the while
knowing his chances of survival
were slim. Even now, in full remission, he is aware that the
cancer could return at any time.
“What gave me hope was to go
to school and stay as normal as
possible and treat the cancer as
a sort of really bad flu with really
hardcore medication,” he said. “I
had to be really strong and positive even though I was in a new
school, learning a new language
and making new friends. And
throughout my disease I was
drinking wine, because I
thought I wouldn’t make it anyway.”

Coming back to Israel at 18, he
found that his medical history
precluded any kind of military
service and he was casting about
for his next step. At a soccer
game, Korenberg got to talking
with the manager of the
Mamilla’s Mirror Bar and agreed
to an interview with David Dreyfus, then the head sommelier. He
started out as one of three sommeliers and got promoted in
2013 when Dreyfus departed for
France.
Korenberg took a management
course at the Golan Heights
Winery and plans to go abroad
next year to gain official certification.
One of Korenberg’s most memorable moments involved the
priciest bottle in the Mamilla’s
cellar.
“There was a nice group from
Napa Valley staying here for a
week and they tried all the good
stuff. Then the head of the group
asked for something interesting
and we talked for about 25 minutes about the 2003 Yatir Forest
Double Magnum. The hotel had
this bottle for a few years, selling
for NIS 8,000 – about $2,000.”
Korenberg assured the Californian he would not be charged
if the wine was disappointing.
The group popped the cork and
shared it with the sommelier.
“They really enjoyed it and it

Oz Korenberg on the job.

was quite a magical moment for
me. It’s not about the money, but
the way we talked about the
wine and how it felt to win
someone’s trust like that.”
Another Mamilla guest wanted
to try 1989 and 1990 vintages of
cabernet sauvignon, which
made Korenberg nervous not
only because of the combined
cost of about NIS 5,000.
“Israeli wines don’t age that
well yet because the vines are
young, so that was taking a
chance,” he explained.
Sweating bullets, he eased out
the corks very, very slowly with a
special opener, for fear of the
softened corks falling into the

wine.
“The 1990 was still alive and
very mature, but the 1989 wasn’t alive and I didn’t want to
charge him. The customer insisted on paying for it. Being
honest is very important to me,”
said Korenberg.
At home, he loves to experiment.
“It’s fun to have so many stories, so many people, so many
different wines in Israel. Promoting the Israeli wine industry is
one of the most important things
to me. There are about 400
wineries here now, which is a little crazy but it’s a good thing. We
have great stuff.”
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Food Network crowns kosher baker on TV show
Shlomo Kapustin
Correspondent
One night last month, Susan
Shilling turned the television
to the Food Network Canada’s
Donut Showdown. The competition show had been one of
the Toronto baker’s favourites,

Baker goes from
culinary spectator
to one of Donut
Showdown’s stars
with $10,000 win
but that night’s episode turned
her from a culinary spectator
to one of the show’s stars. By
the time the closing credits
ran, she could finally reveal
her secret to friends and family: she had nabbed the
$10,000 prize – and just in

time for Chanukah, the donut
high holidays.
“It was the most unbelievable
thing ever,” said Shilling of the
moment she originally heard
the news, months ago. “We
were just jumping and screaming all over the place.”
Shilling’s road to foodie fame
began about five years ago,
when she quit her public relations career for the sweet uncertainty of baked goods.
Previously, the native of St.
John, New Brunswick, had
moved to Toronto, converted
to Judaism and navigated the
vagaries of kosher cuisine.
“It wasn’t a big adjustment,”
she insisted, deadpan. “Kosher
is only ingredients – you just
sort it out.”
Her kosher bakery, Tastes
Like More, opened its doors in
2010, adding a modern twist
to old-fashioned comfort food.
She offers cupcakes – but with
flavours like caramel candy
bar and S’mors. And she sells
donuts – but some varieties
seem more at home downtown
than in a strip mall near

Susan Shilling displays some of her prize-winning donuts at her central-Toronto store.

Bathurst Street and Wilson Avenue.
“It’s tough to get kosher people outside their kosher comfort zone,” she said, herself
personally Orthodox. “They’ll
look at a tiramisu donut and
be confused.”
Business struggled to such an

extent that she considered
closing her doors in June.
(Viewers of her TV appearance
will note the names of other
contestants’ establishments;
Shilling’s is not mentioned –
because she suspected Tastes
Like More would be no more
by the time the show aired.)

Traffic did improve and her
big win has added a spike.
“Every day, people come in
and ask about the show,” she
said.
Besides, some menu items
are less avant-garde. Her apple
pie donut is a big seller, and
her Chanukah offerings include classics such as raspberry and newer favourites
such as custard.
Her clientele, she said, is
about 60 per cent Orthodox
and 40 per cent non-Orthodox
who have Orthodox family
members. Her customer base
also skews to “yuppies with a
lot of kids.” Many watch the
Food Network and its 30minute donut competition
show.
In Donut Showdown, three
bakers and their assistants
must use a secret ingredient to
create donuts for a three-judge
panel. After one contestant is
eliminated, the remaining two
must make three types of
donuts, incorporating a new
secret ingredient in one donut
and a theme in all three.

Shilling’s first creation used
the secret ingredient, fruit
leather, to complement a
peanut butter donut. Later, she
leveraged the football theme to
create a donut with nacho
chips (the second secret ingredient), filled with sweet mango
salsa and served with an avocado cream dip; a beer donut,
filled with whip topping, infused with stout beer and then
glazed in a vanilla-stout glaze;
and a “hot dog” donut, filled
with chocolate marshmallow
roll (the hot dog understudy),
and then drizzled with mango
puree, the “mustard,” and
strawberry puree, the ketchup
stand-in.
The judges’ verdict came at
the end of a 14-hour day –
“they loved my donuts; it almost brought tears to my eyes”
– and meant more than the
taste of victory.
“It helps validate leaving a
professional career,” she said,
“taking the biggest leap of my
life to open this business. It
confirms that I did the right
thing.”
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Palestinian activist calls to reform UNRWA
Linda Gradstein
The Media Line
Bassem Eid, a Palestinian
human rights activist, has
launched a crusade against the
United Nations Relief and
Works Agency (UNRWA),
tasked with providing “assistance and protection” for
Palestinian refugees around
the world. In Palestinian
refugee camps in the West
Bank, Gaza Strip, Lebanon,
Syria and Jordan, UNRWA
gives food, aid and runs
schools.
Eid said a recent study by
well-known Palestinian pollster Khalil Shikaki shows that
70 per cent of Palestinian
refugees are seeking financial
compensation rather than the
‘right of return’ to their former
homes in what is today Israel.
He said that UNRWA has an
interest in perpetuating the
right of return, to justify its
large budgets. It is part of Eid’s
blistering attack on UNRWA,
which operates with a $1.2
billion budget from donor

Refugees taking part in a sit-in tent outside the UNRWA local office in the Nusierat Refugee Camp in central Gaza Strip. The poster in this
picture reads: What is next with the UNRWA conspiracy to reduce services.

countries, including the
United States.
“Palestinians in refugee
camps are suffering while
UNRWA is gaining power and
money,” Eid, who grew up in
the Shuafat refugee camp in
Jerusalem, told a small group
of journalists. “In Gaza you
hear more and more voices
saying that UNRWA is responsible for delaying the reconstruction of Gaza (after the
heavy fighting between Israel

and Hamas in Gaza last summer).”
In an article in the Jerusalem
Post earlier this month, Eid
called for a five-point program
to reform UNRWA, including
a call for an audit of all fund
allocated to UNRWA and a demand that the organization
dismiss employees affiliated
with the Islamist Hamas,
which controls Gaza.
“Hamas has never denied
that the majority of UNRWA
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employees are affiliated with
Hamas and coordinate with
the organization,” Eid said.
During the past summer’s
fighting in Gaza, Israel accused
UNRWA of allowing Hamas to
use its schools to fire rockets at
southern Israel, a charge

UNRWA denied. Over the
summer, UNRWA twice found
rockets in two empty schools
and issued a strong condemnation.
“UNRWA strongly and unequivocally condemns the
group or groups responsible
for this flagrant violation of the
inviolability of its premises
under international law,” the
group wrote in a statement
published on its website. “The
Agency immediately informed
the relevant parties and is pursuing all possible measures for
the removal of the objects in
order to preserve the safety
and security of the school.
UNRWA will launch a comprehensive investigation into
the circumstances surrounding
this incident.”
UNRWA officials declined to
comment on the allegations.
But a UN source provided The

Media Line with a list of 16 “errors” in Bassem Eid’s original
article to the Jerusalem Post.
The rebuttals were brief. For
example, in response to Eid’s
charge that UNRWA staff in
Gaza are affiliated with Hamas,
the source said, “UNRWA staff
are not affiliated with Hamas.”
In response to Eid’s call for an
audit of UNRWA, the source
wrote that Eid “insinuates no
audits take place – they do.”
UNRWA has long been a target of the right-wing in Israel,
and they have happily embraced Eid. He told The Media
Line that he is not paid by any
of these groups and is currently seeking independent
sources of funding.
“I have only started this project three weeks ago and I will
be meeting with many people
trying to get it funded,” he
said.

Hamas marks 27th anniversary with
vow that ‘Zionist entity will disappear’
(JNS.org) – The Palestinian
terrorist group Hamas on Sunday celebrated the 27th anniversary of its founding with
military parades and a display
of weapons and ammunition,
including a drone manufactured in Gaza.
A film clip screened at one of
the demonstrations showed a
silhouette that the Palestinians
claimed was of Hamas’s military commander, Mohammed
Deif, whom Israel tried to assassinate during Operation
Protective Edge this summer.

Deif’s actual status remains unknown. The film clip did not
feature Deif’s voice, but only a
recording of him speaking in
2012.
Hamas official Khalil alHaya said, “Anyone who
thinks that Israel is here to
stay is mistaken. All of occupied Palestinian will be freed
and the Zionist entity will
disappear.”
Earlier in the weekend, senior Hamas official Mahmoud
al-Zahar described the group’s
plans to conquer the Palestin-

ian Authority-controlled West
Bank.
“Just as we liberated Gaza,
just as we established a real
national government there,
just as we built a victorious
army, just as we built a protective police force, and just
as we have created security
apparatuses with which to
fight the enemy, we will repeat the same steps in the
West Bank as preparation for
our arrival in all of Palestine,”
al-Zahar said, Israel Hayom
reported.
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Thumbs up for new old-fashioned affordable kosher butcher shop
David Grossman
Correspondent
It just might be a touch of déjà
vu, going back to the time
when Jews personally knew
their butchers and there were
no fears about whether the
food was kosher.
Gone are the days of picking
your live chicken, then minutes later watching the butcher
pass portions of it wrapped in
paper over the counter ready
to take home.
Magen Meats may not be
your butcher shop in the
shtetl, but many are giving
thumbs up to the return of the
good old-fashioned kosher
butcher shop – and this one
has been open for a month just
north of Toronto.
Ensconced in the kosher-observant community of Thornhill, the folks behind Magen
Meats are promising not only
an assortment of fresh meats
and poultry, but giving consumers an opportunity to purchase them at affordable
prices.
“We want to make kosher
meat more accessible and affordable – that’s it,” said 38year-old Rabbi Royi Flescher,
who manages the 1,500square-foot store. “There is a
segment of Jews who don’t
strictly keep kosher and it
might be because of high
costs.
“For us, it’s called bringing
down the prices and we’re
doing just that, but also satisfying customers with customcutting varieties of meats and
giving people the opportunity
to feel good about what they
buy and not have it packaged
and shoved at them.”
In a strip mall on Centre
Street between Bathurst and
Dufferin, the Magen Meats
butcher shop is out to attract
people – in an area of 5,000
Jewish families – who may see
surging prices at other stores
and supermarkets to be a con-

Rabbi Royi Flesher, manager, Magen Meats, proudly shows off his product. (Photo: David Grossman)

cern.
Flescher, who has been a
mashgiach supervising and inspecting foods for the past 15

years, was born in Ramat Gan
and left Israel for Australia settling in Melbourne for a good
portion of his life. Four years

ago, he left the southern part
of the globe and settled 16,000
kilometres north, in Canada,
married and is active in the

Chabad community.
“I’m a rabbi, not a businessman,” said Flescher, who
wears a butcher’s shirt and his

yarmulke is slightly hidden by
a white hair net worn for hygienic reasons.
“I don’t speak negatively of
others. In fact, my goal is to
create more kosher businesses
and this one is similar to the
ones in Australia – and we also
give free cooking advice.”
When the doors of Magen
Meats opened, it didn’t take
Flescher long to find out the
community got hooked on a
shop that was pristine, had a
variety of high-quality fresh
products ranging from briskets
and turkeys to breaded
schnitzel and seasoned beef
ribs.
A popular hit: homemade
sausages.
With customer service being
genuine, the prices, in many
cases, were cheaper than several competitors.
“Buying meat is a personal
experience,” said Flescher,
who handles cantorial duties
at High Holiday services in the
Thornhill Woods community.
“Yes, I have been known to do
some chanting while cutting
meets – but only when I am
alone.”

Toronto

Israeli film ‘Gett’ nominated for Golden Globe Award
(JNS.org) – The Israeli film
Gett: the Trial of Viviane
Ansallem has been selected as
one of the top five nominees
for best foreign film at America’s Golden Globes Awards.
Gett will be competing with
Leviathan from Russia, Force
Majeure from Sweden, Ida
from Poland, and Tangerines
from Estonia. Gett tells the
story of Viviane Ansallem, a
woman whose husband refuses to give her a divorce.
Ansallem faces the Israeli divorce process, which is controlled by Jewish law, and
encounters the obstacles posed

R.L.LANDSCAPING

by the rabbinical court. The
film, produced in conjunction
with partners in Germany and
France, is considered one of
the most significant Israeli coproductions to date.
“It’s a great honour to keep
giving Viviane Ansallem a
voice, in the name of women
in Israel and all over the
world, who win their freedom
and independence as women.
I still haven’t internalized it. It’s
just amazing,” said Gett co-director Ronit Elkabetz.
The Golden Globe Awards
will take place in Los Angeles
on Jan. 11, 2015.
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Israeli embassy in Athens
attacked by shooters

Israeli film, Gett, is nominated for best foreign feature at Golden Globe Awards.

(JNS.org) – Four unidentified attackers riding on two motorcycles fired shots at the Israeli Embassy in Athens early last Friday
morning. No injuries were reported.
“Any terrorist attack hitting at the heart of democracy hits the
heart of the country,” Greek government spokeswoman Sofia
Voultepsi said, according to a Reuters report. The Israeli foreign
ministry, meanwhile, attributed the attack to the influence of
anti-Israel incitement by Palestinian leaders and pro-Palestinian
groups.
Police said they found 54 bullet casings about 130 feet from
the embassy building following the attack. The assailants used a
Kalashnikov assault rifle.
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The hazards of jumping over the candles
on the other, which is likely to have more of an
impact? The answer should be obvious at this
point: practice is what reinforces ideas. Therefore, any theory of Chanukah that does not take
into account the ritual performed on
Chanukah, including the prayers, songs and

Jonathan L.
Milevsky
For scholars, historians and writers, there are
different ways to contextualize Chanukah. They
can speak about the ongoing wars between the
Ptolmaic and Seleucid kingdoms, as many
scholars do; they can speak about the scandalous Jewish alliance with Rome, as David
Frum did a few years back; they can speak
about the policy of conquest adopted by the
Hasmoneans, as Schäfer does; they can speak
about the spectrum of Hellenization, as Barclay
does, or, a personal favourite, they can expound
upon Tcherikover’s theory that there was a proto
social class struggle between the wealthy upper
class Helenizers and those of the lower classes,
a struggle that he brilliantly already finds hints
of in Ben Sira. All of those approaches, however,
overlook where the Chanukah that is now celebrated comes from.
In a sense, when the Talmud asks the question of what Chanukah is, it draws a line between what Chanukah symbolizes and how it
is actually celebrated. This is to say that the
practice described in the Talmud and still followed today does not evoke notions of conquest
or political maneuvers. Instead, the practice

The practices of Chanukah are what reinforce ideas.

seems to show an immense Jewish pride that is
shared in full view; it emphasizes the significance to every member of the household; it
shows that lighting a fire does not mean recognizing it as one’s own; and, from the blessing
and prayers, it underlines the thankfulness for
Jewish survival against all odds and a longing
for a better time.
Thus, scholars, historians and writers get
carried away here. They feel they can write
with certainty what the holiday is really about
because they have more access to the primary
material from that period (although there is
not much), or they can claim to have a better
understanding of it. But by applying this
method, the scholars overlook two millennia
of practice.
Between a ceremony that reoccurs on eight
consecutive nights every year, the songs that are
sung, and even the oily food that is consumed
on the one hand, and the history, including the
regional influences and political forces at play
in the background of the actual Chanukah story

customary foods, is not one that accounts for
the holiday’s real meaning.
Jonathan Milevsky is a PhD candidate in the department of religious studies at McMaster University in Hamilton.

Young olim celebrate Chanukah, Israeli-style
Young new olim from ages 310, who made aliyah to Israel
from the US this past summer
with the help of Nefesh B’Nefesh, the Ministry of Aliyah
and Immigrant Absorption,
The Jewish Agency for Israel
and Keren Kayemet L’Israel,
celebrated Chanukah at a special Nefesh B’Nefesh gathering
in Modi’in. At the event, these
young olim tasted their first Israeli sufgania (jelly donut),
played for the first time with
‘Made in Israel’ dreidels that
display the words “a great miracle happened here” and not
“a great miracle happened
there,” as it says outside Israel,
and enjoyed endless chocolate
gelt (coins).
Nefesh B’Nefesh Vice-Chair
Erez Halfon said, “Chanukah

Young new Olim enjoying sufganiyot after landing in Israel.

is a family holiday that spreads
its light to Jewish communities
around the world.
“With that said, it is a great
joy to celebrate with these
new young immigrants as

they experience their first
Chanukah in Israel, here and
not there, as the dreidel says,
and to see their impressive
and smooth integration into
Israeli society.”
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Tel Aviv, Haifa, Beer Sheva, and Nahariya.
Over 400 young Israelis will join Beit Halochem
as a result of life-changing injuries they sustained
during last summer’s Operation Protective Edge.
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veterans and victims of terror and their families. We assist the wounded
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Star Trek meals coming your way
Ruthie Blum
ISRAEL21c
Ever get hungry at work and
wish you had a solution other
than going to a restaurant or
ordering a pizza? That’s exactly
what happened to Doron
Marco and his team at White
Innovation, an Israeli company based in Rishpon, established four years ago to
“engineer ideas” for manufacturers. (The name White is a
metaphor for what is created
when all the colours on the
light spectrum are blended together.)
“We think of a problem in
the market and find a solution,” Marco told ISRAEL21c.
“And then we seek out the
right partner to share it with
and develop a plan to create a
product.”
So rather than merely moaning about the empty cupboard
at their office one evening,
Marco’s staff of eight began to
brainstorm, as they always do.
This time, however, rather
than trying to come up with a
technological solution for
someone else’s company, they
focused on their own.
“We thought it would be

Hungry? Pop a pod into the machine.

cooked by the machine at the
proper temperature. The
Genie, the capsules and the
method are all patented.
With the help of chefs,
tasters and nutritionists, Marco

parable meal or snack at a café.
With a launch slated for midJanuary, Marco said that the
Genie is “very close to mass
production,” with sales so far
in Europe, Greece and soon
the United States. And this is
being accomplished with no
outside seed money.
“Israeli startups often boast
about the millions they have
gotten from investors, rather
than how much they earned
themselves,” he said.
Nor is Marco interested in
exits.
“We’re proud of being Israeli,” he said. “And we intend
to remain in our country and
grow.”
Ruthie Blum, a former editor at
The Jerusalem Post, is a columnist for Israel Hayom and the author of To Hell in a Handbasket:
Carter, Obama, and the ‘Arab
Spring.’

New York

Doron Marco and Ayelet Carasso of White Innovation.

Doron Marco and Ayelet Carasso of White Innovation.

great to have some contraption
for making meals materialize
with no fuss or mess,” Marco
recounts. “Like on Star Trek.”
It was this futuristic fantasy
that led to the birth of the
Genie, an electrical appliance
that prepares food in pods – or
capsules – similar to those
containing coffee for espresso
machines.
It sounds a bit unfathomable,
perhaps. But according to
Marco, an “autodidactic” serial
entrepreneur and married fa-

and Carasso have created a variety of food capsules to take
different palates and health issues into account.
There are savoury dishes and
sweet; breakfast, lunch and
dinner menus (most recently
couscous with fresh vegetables
was added to the menu); food
geared toward athletes and/or
people watching their weight;
and there are gluten- and
dairy-free meals, as well as
those devised for allergy sufferers and diabetics.
Initially, the Genie – which
has already been sold in the
thousands to shops and cafés in
Israel and abroad – will be
aimed at businesses. Its next
phase will be tailored to individual consumers for home use.
And though the price of the
machine is currently in the “fewthousand-shekel range,” according to Marco, the cost of the
capsules will be less than a com-

ther of three (whose original
career as a ballet dancer was
cut short due to an injury he
sustained during, but not a result of, his military service in
the development department
of the Israeli Air Force): “All of
our ideas begin with something that seems impossible,
that are on the extreme edge of
existing technology.”
The tricky part, explains cofounder and CEO Ayelet
Carasso, “was making sure the
contents of the capsules had a

long shelf life, but with no
preservatives. We wanted to
create healthy meals and
snacks, not processed junk.”
The ingredients in the capsules (including fruit and vegetables) are freeze-dried for a
shelf-life of one to two years,
with separate compartments
for dry goods and liquids. The
user adds liquid externally to
the Genie, the way one adds
water to a coffeemaker. With
the push of a button, everything is then blended and

Dean of crossword puzzles praises
upgraded Jewish crossword puzzle
New York Times crossword editor Will Shortz, the dean of
American puzzledom, recently
applauded the newly upgraded weekly Jerusalem Post
Crossword Puzzle, calling it a
“great product” with puzzles
that are “well-constructed.”
Further, he added, “the high
Jewish content in the clues is
very impressive.”
The Jerusalem Post Crossword
Puzzle appears in nearly 20
Jewish publications worldwide, including the Washington
Jewish Week, the Atlanta Jewish
Times, the New Jersey Jewish
Standard, the Connecticut Jewish
Ledger, and the Jewish Tribune
(see page 22).
Southern California solver
Chloe Ross said the puzzle is
“the first thing I look at when
I open the Jewish Journal.” And
Ellen Futterman, the editor of
the St. Louis Jewish Light,
praised the puzzles for being
“both challenging for veteran
puzzlers and also within range
for novices.”
Some changes to the puzzle
for 2015 include:
• Most puzzles have themes.
January themes include Nosh-

David Benkof

ing Ventured and Amblin’ Actors. In addition, some puzzles
include twists like the Jan. 2
puzzle, Inner Sanctum, which
has circled letters in some answers, spelling out the names
of items found in a synagogue.
• Each 15x15 puzzle is assigned a level of difficulty, rising each week during a given
month from Easy to Manageable to Medium to Challenging. Then, four times a year, a
17x17 puzzle will be published. The Easy puzzles
should be accessible to people
with little Judaic background
and crossword experience and
the Challenging puzzles

should be a match for the wits
of solvers with strong backgrounds in both.
• David Benkof, who has
constructed the crosswords for
the past six years, now serves
as editor, working with puzzles created by some of the top
names in the crossword world.
As they did before, each puzzle’s clues are 100 per cent
Jewish-related, which is a
nearly unheard-of feat for
themed puzzles.
The puzzle clues continue to
use lots of puns and wordplay,
such as:
• The Hebrew one has a nun
in it (8 letters): ALPHABET
• It takes guts to cook them:
KISHKES
• It had a major part in The
Ten Commandments: REDSEA
• Friendly jeers for Jerry Seinfeld? (7 letters): ANAGRAM
• That’s life?: CHAIM
The new, improved puzzles
will begin appearing in newspapers throughout the world
in 2015.
Questions can be addressed
to crossword editor David
Benkof at (314) 201-1552 or
DavidBenkof@gmail.com.
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Matchmaking service set for first Chanukah singles event
at the Jewish General Hospital.
While the present Connexion Clique client base is
mainly Jewish, Kenigsberg intends to expand to include singles aged 25 to 70 in the
greater Montreal area and possibly other cities in Canada
and in the United States. She
meets clients face to face, from
anywhere between 30 and 90
minutes to get to know them a
little better, find out who they
are and what they are – and
are not – looking for in a partner. If she does not know the
client, or the person who referred them, she will run a
background check.”
There is a one-time member-

Mike Cohen
Quebec Bureau Chief
Jaclyn Kenigsberg is a happily
married 40 year old mother of
two who has always been a romantic at heart. Last summer
she decided to do something
about it, launching a modernday matchmaking service
called Connexion Clique.
“Before I was conceived, my
parents were in a very bad car
accident coming in for a visit
from Ottawa and my father
never fully recovered,” Kenisberg said. “My mother was
widowed tragically at the age
of 26 with a small eightmonth-old baby girl. It took
her six years of dating several
men before she met my stepfather at a Jewish singles event.
This is one of the factors that
inspired me.”
Kenisberg was spurred on by
other factors. She worked for
five years at the Jewish General
Hospital as administrative support staff on the chemotherapy
floor in the Segal Cancer Centre where she met lots of patients and their families.
“Unfortunately, too many patients passed away and their
spouses were left behind,” she
said. “Some were widowed at
28 and others at 60. Tragic
deaths do not discriminate. I
also have many acquaintances
and friends who are divorced
or have never been married
because they were so focused
on their careers and didn’t
make dating a priority or just
never met the right person.”
From all the conversations

ship fee of $225 for the year.
This includes unlimited set-ups
until either the best suitable
match is found or the client decides to terminate the contract.

There is an early-bird admission price of $45 at the
door. For tickets, email connexionclique@gmail.com,
call 514-816-2610 or visit
the synagogue.

A downtown ambiance in an uptown neighbourhood

Book your Holiday Party with us today • We cater
(905) 709-3473 • 8700 Bathurst St• Thornhill
www.stonefirebarandgrill.com
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I
S
’
T
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THA
Jaclyn Kenigsberg launched a matchmaking service for today: Connexion Clique.

Kenigsberg has had, people are
tired of dating online.
“They feel that after a long
work day, the last thing they
want to do or have the patience
for is being on a computer and
ciphering through people’s profiles,” she said. “They also feel
that the profiles people have on
these dating sites are not a true
representation of the person behind the picture.”
On Dec. 20, 7:30 p.m., Connexion Clique will host its first
Jewish singles Latkas and Vodkas Chanukah party for the
30-plus crowd at Tifereth Beth

THE 46th ANNUAL CHILDREN’S BINGO by the Linitzer Benefit Society (since 1913) is a charity-run bingo for kids from Chai Lifeline and for the first time, Downtown K Club. Everyone won a prize and got a hot pizza lunch. The prizes were all donated from various donors
throughout the community. Here are some of the recipients.

David Jerusalem Congregation
(6519 Baily Rd.) in Côte SaintLuc. Yoga with Jackie - Have a
Sweet Day will kick off the
evening, followed by speed
dating and Chanukah lighting.
Guests will get to mingle, eat
and create their own martinis.
Each guest is entitled to two
free drinks. Latkas and refreshments will be served.
There will be door prizes and
other surprises as well. A percentage of all the profits will go
to the Hope & Cope Program

Italian

416.ITA
ALIAN / 416.482.5426
426 • www
www..ThatsIta
alian.ca
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Controversial play about Quebec Jewish team behind Waiting Room
nationalism coming to Toronto Mike Cohen
Correspondent

Mike Cohen
Correspondent
Playwright Harvey Ostroff,
who left his native Montreal
three decades ago and relocated to the Greater Vancouver
area, still struggles with the
language tensions back in
Quebec. From Jan. 7 to 18, audiences will get a very interesting look at this question when
DeliMax premieres at the
Toronto Centre for the Arts –
Studio Theatre, 5040 Yonge
St., under the auspices of
Teatron Toronto Jewish Theatre.
DeliMax is based on an experience Ostroff and his wife had
at their favourite Montreal
haunt, the legendary Snowdon
Delicatessen.
“I noticed that the familiar
restaurant sign had been
changed to DeliSnowdon,” he
explained. “I was aware of the
implications of Bill 101, but
somewhat surprised that the
name of the restaurant had
been altered. I spoke with the
owner and he told me that the
‘language police’ had made
him change the sign and, of
course, the menus. He was
told that he couldn’t use his
given name with an apostrophe and so the name was
changed to DeliSnowdon. A
nearby customer overheard
our conversation and muttered
‘this is just like the Nazis coming back.’ Based on that brief
exchange, I wrote the first
draft of DeliMax.”
The interesting twist here is
that the visit to the Snowdon
Deli, which most people still
refer to it as, occurred some 30
years ago. DeliMax focuses on
the fictitious Max Farber, the
Jewish owner of a Montreal
delicatessen and a survivor of
Auschwitz, who believes that
the new nationalism arising in
Quebec is Germany in the
1930s revisited. On the
evening of the biggest storm in
years, he decides to teach his
stranded French-Canadian
waitress and her ultra-nationalistic boyfriend the meaning
of oppression. The audience
will have to wonder whether
he has gone too far.
“Yes, Delimax is a controversial story, but we don’t shy
away from controversial top-

Playwright Harvey Ostroff is pleased Teatron Theatre will be staging DeliMax.

DeliMax is based on an experience Harvey
Ostroff and his wife had at their favourite
Montreal haunt, the legendary Snowdon
Delicatessen, now called DeliSnowdon as
a result of Quebec’s Bill 101.

ics,” said Ari Weisberg,
Teatron’s artistic director. “We
will continue to have a discussion after each performance
like we did with our last show,
Peace Warriors, a play about
left-leaning Jewish academics
who use anti-Israel rhetoric to
advance their carriers. These
after-show discussions proved
to be very popular with the audiences and most patrons
stayed and expressed their varied opinions.”
Ostroff hopes to bring the
play to Montreal. He has al-

ready been in touch with Roy
Surette, the artistic director of
the Centaur Theatre whom he
taught in British Columbia.
Seven years ago Ostroff met
Weisberg at a conference in
New York City at which time
he pitched DeliMax to him.
“It is a powerful piece,” he
said. “I am glad Ari decided to
do it.”
I think that this theme is now
a piece of history, but the proposal of the Charter of Values
brought new fears to some of
the Montrealers that had, unlike myself, stayed the course.
In history, a justifiable movement such as the nationalism
that arose in Quebec in the
1970s will more than likely
undergo a period where the
pendulum of righteousness
will swing too far. I hope that
the play will now go to Montreal. It has already waited too
long for its Canadian debut.”
There will be evening performances Saturday through
Thursdays during the run at 8
p.m., with Sunday matinees at
2 p.m. For ticket information
call 1-855-985-ARTS (2787),
416-781-5527 or online at
www.teatrontheatre.com. For
more about Ostroff, see
http://theatretogo.net.

There is a very definite Jewish
flavour to the world premiere
presentation of Waiting Room,
Jan. 14 to Feb. 15 (previews
from Jan. 6) at Tarragon Theatre’s Mainspace (30 Bridgman
Avenue) in Toronto.
Playwright Diane Flacks, director Richard Greenblatt and
actors Ari Cohen and Jordan
Pettle are just some of the Jewish names from the production, described as a powerful,
at times heart-wrenching and
sometimes darkly humorous
play set in a major children’s
hospital in Toronto. The story
revolves around a doctor
played by Cohen who flouts
convention and the rules and
two young parents confronted
by life-and-death choices as
the physician before them embarks on a ground-breaking
medical experiment despite
the objections of his colleagues.
“I think the subject matter of
medical risk and compassion
touches all of us,” Flacks said,
hoping the play will move to
other Canadian cities.
Flacks is CBC Radio’s national
parenting columnist and
presently a writer/producer on
the hit NBC/Global sitcom
Working the Engels. Greenblatt,
a noted actor, director, writer,
and musician and the man behind the critically acclaimed
play, 2 Pianos 4 Hands, Cohen
has appeared in a wide array of
stage productions and films.
Pettle was last seen in Tarragon’s Sextet.
“Waiting Room began percolating as an idea almost seven
years ago as I sat in a coccyxcrushing rocking chair in a
Neo-natal Intensive Care Unit
with my baby son,” Flacks
said. “During our nine-month
sojourn there, and in the years
to come, I could not have
imagined the suffering I would
witness or the deep humanity
I’d encounter both from the
medical staff and other parents. They became our world
and our family. While inspired
by my personal situation,
Waiting Room is not my story –
it has elements of my story as
well as the stories of dozens of
people I met and interviewed.”
Flacks is a graduate of Associated Hebrew Day Schools
and CHAT. Her mother’s family are Holocaust survivors and

Playwright Diane Flacksand Director Richard Greenblatt have high hopes for Waiting Room

her dad spent his early years
growing up in Israel. Her next
play, Unholy, is being developed with Nightwood Theatre
where she is the playwright-inresidence. It is set at a fictional
live public debate between
four women representing Judaism, Islam, Catholicism and
anti-theism.
Greenblatt grew up in Montreal as the son of devout atheists who strongly identified as
Jewish culturally. For a couple
of years I did go to after-school
Socialist Yiddish classes,” he
said. “I always wanted to speak
Yiddish – both my parents
were fluent – but never really
learned. We always attended
Passover Seders because, after
all, it is an extremely political
holiday, celebrating as it does
the release of slaves from
bondage. My parents always
reminded us that many people
around the world continue to
be enslaved and that we must
work for their liberation as we
celebrate our own. We lit
Chanukah candles, because
the Macabees were a guerilla

army who were victorious over
their oppressors. I continue in
that vein. I kind of pick and
choose my holidays.”
On the subject of Waiting
Room, Greenblatt said, “Every
play has unique challenges
and
opportunities.
The
strength of this piece is its veracity, its ferocity and its emotional spine. Diane has
constructed an extraordinary
story and every one of the six
characters in the play are an
actor’s dream.”
During the run, shows will
take place Tuesdays through
Saturdays at 8 p.m., Sundays
at 2:30 p.m. and select Saturdays at 2:30 p.m. For ticket information, call Patron Services
at (416) 531-1827 or visit
www.tarragontheatre.com.
Regular Tickets are $29$55 (previews: $23-$27).
Rush tickets will be available
for every performance, excluding opening night, specially priced at $15, subject
to availability and in person
at the Box Office two hours
before show time.
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‘Death’ was life-changing experience for this rabbi
Lisa Kates
Correspondent
Many of us are too busy living
to make plans for an afterlife.
This was Alon Anava’s experience as well.
Rabbi Anava, as he is called
today, is definitely not the
same person he was 10 years
ago.
In a NYC taxi he was just
‘Alon,’ who experienced cardiac arrest and death after a
bad cocktail of drugs. Living as
a secular Israeli Jew, he speaks
on video describing his
lifestyle as “pretty wild.” He
ridiculed the Orthodox and
scoffed at G-d’s exisitence back

then, wanting no relationship
with the creator.
On that fateful Saturday
morning (Yud Daled Nissan
corresponding to the day the
jews left exile in Egypt), Rabbi
Anava’s life changed dramatically, when “he died” and saw
his afterlife. He entered into
the world of truth, terrified
and alone.
It is what happened to him
during those “dead moments”
that influences his life today,
leaving a life of unholiness,
claiming a life al Kiddush
Hashem. Rabbi Anava now
travels the world teaching
about the soul and his experience from a kosher Jewish per-

Alon Anava before life-changing event

Rabbi Alon Anava after his experience

spective. His story is one that
many should hear, Jew and
non-Jew, alike.
“I saw my whole life, all of it,

at first I was just floating above
the cab, I could see into everyone’s apartments and know exactly how they felt. Everything

was written in codes similar to
The Matrix film.
“I could see and understand
everything. Floating along,
Rabbi Anava describes the sensation of sweetness unlike anything he had experienced.
However, almost immediately, the sweetness ended and
he awakes in a sort of hell. He
describes a place so dark, so
terrifying and attached to him
was some supernatural being
that he says “was ripping parts
of me off.” It was pain that
was unimaginably so terrifying. At that moment he knew
he was unprepared for this
journey and felt huge regret.
Terrified, he knew that all the

evil he had inflicted while alive
was now attached to him and
this would be his eternity.
Luckily, he got a second
chance by crying out to G-d to
help him.
Today, as an Orthodox
Rabbi, Anava teaches about his
life-after-death experience providing an enlightening vehicle
for many who have questions.
His answers are clear: good actions creates positive angels,
bad actions create negative angels. It is all your choice.
“What have you done today
to bring Moshiach” is posted
on his website. Visit
www.alonanava.com to view
his story.

Sderot

Students build sustainable housing from containers
Sderot, which means that
eventually 3,000 hours per
week will be given to the residents of Sderot.… Just imagine hundreds of enthusiastic
young Israelis going through
the city for 10 hours every
week and ‘renovating’ whatever is needed – physically, socially and educationally.”
Moreover, the students are
encouraged to become social
entrepreneurs. “Talk to me in
a year and I’ll tell you about all
the different projects going on
in Sderot,” Rubin said.

Viva Sarah Press
ISRAEL21c
The beleaguered town of
Sderot has long been in the
headlines, usually connected
to rocket attacks from Gaza.
And then on a late October
day, media and politicians descended on this southern municipality for a totally different
kind of story: Sderot was unveiling a new, architecturally
cool student complex.
The Ayalim Village is the
13th youth village built by the
Ayalim Association, a grassroots movement set on rejuvenating areas of the Negev and
Galilee with communities of
student volunteers.
“Each village is a different
story,” Effy Rubin, director of
Ayalim’s Partnership Development, told ISRAEL21c. “Our
idea is to make a sustainable
social change in Israel’s periphery, Negev and Galilee. If
we could bring university students to the periphery, to
places people don’t want to
live, they can revitalize these
places and show there’s a reason to stay.”
The newest student housing
project is constructed of repurposed shipping containers.
Earlier this year, Ayalim expanded its Lod student village
with shipping containers
turned into apartments. It
made sense to follow this successful model of sustainable
construction and urban renewal in Sderot.

When complete, Ayalim’s Sderot village will house about 285 students.

Rubin notes that building
with containers is much faster
than traditional construction
and makes it easier to get government approval.
“We only starting planning
this village four months ago,”
said Rubin.
“These students are fulfilling
[David] Ben-Gurion’s dream of
populating the Negev,” Sderot
Mayor Alon Davidi said at the
official opening of the village.
“They will become part and
parcel of how this city functions.”
Rejuvenating Sderot
Sderot had a hard summer.
Gaza rockets made life a living
hell in the western Negev
town of 22,000 during Operation Protective Edge. The
town – known as the “bomb
shelter capital of the world” –

has actually been an ongoing
target of Hamas fire from Gaza
since 2001.
So, although Sderot should
be the stomping grounds for
students at local Sapir College,
Rubin said Sapir students have
looked for housing in nearby
moshavim and kibbutzim.
“Because of the image young
people have of Sderot, young
people don’t live there,” said
Rubin.
Until now.
In the 2014-15 academic
year, Ayalim’s Sderot village
houses 86 students in 36
three-room apartments. Another 200 students are expected to fill the 127 units to
be added in time for the 201516 academic year.
“Bringing 300 students to the
heart of Sderot is very, very exciting. The impact that this

will have for this city, which
has suffered so much, will be
revolutionary,” said Rubin.
The young blood is not only
about rejuvenating the hardhit town. Ayalim activists receive university scholarships
and subsidized rent in exchange for volunteer work.
While Operation Protective
Edge was in full swing and
most of Israel’s southern residents were running for cover
from Hamas-fired rockets,
Rubin said the Ayalim students
in Sderot spent the summer
renovating an elementary
school.
“The classrooms will be used
for projects with youth at
risk,” he said.
According to Ayalim’s website, “Each student will volunteer 10 hours per week with
children, youth and seniors in

Win-win situation
The Sderot student village was
built under rocket fire, which
could have totally derailed the
project.
“By building a new student
village in Sderot and bringing
hundreds of young adults to
live in Sderot, we will not only
be giving an ‘energy boost’ and
renewed hope to this city, we
will also send an important
message: We do not break, we
build,” according to an Ayalim
statement.
“When the rocket-alert siren
was heard, we ran to the shelters and it was a bit scary for
all of us, but the goal was more
important than anything else.
We knew this village must be
built,” a volunteer named Ido
told Israelife.
Politicians cited the Ayalim
activists’ unwillingness to back
down as a victory for Israel in
the face of Hamas aggression.
“At the time of Operation

Protective Edge, everyone
scrambled to find the image
that would capture an Israeli
victory,” said Finance Minister
Yair Lapid at the opening ceremony. “For me, it is you [Ayalim volunteers] who are the
picture of victory. You chose to
dedicate your lives to something and that’s what you’re
doing here, you’re building a
new world. It’s only a matter of
time before Sderot becomes
the best place in Israel for students.”
Silvan Shalom, minister of
development of the Negev and
the Galilee, said, “Today marks
a massive celebration for
Sderot and the area as a whole.
The new life that these students will breathe into Sderot
will show those terrorists from
Gaza that it’s impossible to
break the spirit of the nation of
Israel.”
Now, organizers are hoping
that this new paradigm of student villages and urban renewal can serve as a great
example for cities throughout
Israel and the world looking
for disruptive ways to turn
around down-and-out urban
areas.
“If you give people a vision of
how they can make a significant change, you’ll find they
are willing to join your vision,”
said Rubin.
Ayalim has student villages in
Lod, Karmiel, Acre, Menahemya, Kiryat Shmona, Yeroham,
Ashalim, Ofakim, Yachini, Dimona, Arad and Beersheva.
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Hospital foundation honours Linda Frum
Shlomo Kapustin
Correspondent
A couple of weeks ago, as organizers from the Canadian
Shaare Zedek Hospital Foundation prepped for their
Toronto fundraiser, two Israelis were attacked by four
Palestinians in Jerusalem’s Old
City. They were rushed to
Shaare Zedek Medical Centre.
The city’s fastest-growing
hospital has garnered its share
of media attention recently. It
has treated many terror victims
– and some of the attackers,
too – during the recent surge
in violence. But the high-profile patients form just a small
part of its care.
The recent Toronto event
supported the Wilf Children’s
Hospital. Called ‘From the
Heart,’ the Canadian group’s
signature event drew a crowd
of 400 to Toronto’s Beth Torah
Congregation.
When the Wilf Children’s
Hospital moves to Shaare
Zedek’s new next generation
building early next year, it will
occupy the sixth and seventh
floors alongside distinguished
tenants. On the ninth floor sits
the largest and most advanced
neonatal intensive care unit in
Israel, and the fifth floor
houses its new IVF clinic. The
building, which opened early
this year, cost about 130 million NIS.
The evening also featured an
address by Jeb Bush, whose latent presidential campaign continues to gather steam, and a

Georgia Quartaro (right), dean, George Brown College prepatory and liberal arts, presented Sandy Keshen with a plaque honouring Reena’s Disabilities Counsellor Program.
(Photo: Cal Weinryb)

Toronto

Reena honours
retiring CEO
Judy Weinryb
Correspondent
MP Irwin Cotler presented the Kurt and Edith Rothschild Humanitarian Award to Senator Linda Frum at the Canadian Shaare Zedek Hospital Foundation’s From the Heart event recently at Beth Torah Congregation.

presentation of the Kurt and
Edith Rothschild Humanitarian
Award to Senator Linda Frum.
A year ago, Frum presented
the inaugural award to MP
Irwin Cotler. The Montreal native returned the compliment
this time around.
“When I think of all the
things that Linda has done,”
said Cotler, “it’s almost unfathomable that they have all been
done by one person – and still
at a young age.”
Appointed to the Senate in
2009 by Prime Minister
Stephen Harper, Frum has
worked on a variety of projects. In 2012, she became cochair of the Advisory Council
for the 2013 Task Force for In-

ternational Cooperation on
Holocaust Education, Remembrance and Research. In 2013,
Frum was appointed as a
member of an advisory council
of industry leaders to promote
the participation of women on
corporate boards in Canada.
She has also advocated for Israel and she praised Shaare
Zedek’s ability to leave politics
at the hospital’s doorstep.
“[It provides] equally humane treatment for its tormentors,” she said. “It reminds me
of the source of my pride for
the Jewish people.”
A journalist before leaving to
represent Ontario, Frum has
written two bestselling books.
One – Barbara Frum: A Daugh-

ter’s Memoir – told of her CBCicon mother.
Her tenure in the Senate has
been made easier by the Conservative government’s Middle
East stance.
“I find great satisfaction in my
work,” she said, “because I’m
able to do it in the most pro-Israel and philosemitic government in the Western world.”
And she singled out Harper
for his willingness to champion a foreign policy that is at
times out of step with other
world leaders’ visions.
“One man, if he is brave
enough, principled enough,
steadfast enough, can change
the world…. I am so grateful
to work for this man.”

The Hour Code
As part of Computer Science Education Week, students at Jewish People’s and Peretz Schools (JPPS) in Montreal participated in The Hour of Code, a global movement reaching tens of
millions of students in more than 180 countries. It is a one-hour introduction to computer science, designed to demystify code and show that anybody can learn the basics. Parent
volunteers Rona Katz and Joanne Eisman are working with JPPS students.

Reena was established in 1973
by parents of children with developmental disabilities as an
alternative to institutional care.
Sandy Keshen, initially a volunteeer, became its first CEO.
Under her creative and forward-thinking
leadership,
Reena grew into a multifaceted agency providing educational, emotional, vocational
and spiritual supports, as well
as housing and day programs
to developmentally delayed
children, adults and the elderly. Most recently, it opened
an apartment complex for
adults with cognitive, physical
and mental health needs as
well as developmental.
Beyond Reena’s commitment
to operating within the context
of Jewish culture and belief, it
prides itself on being inclusive
and partners with agencies of
other faiths and cultures to
help them create programs for
their own communities.
Forty-one years and a multitude of accomplishments later,
Keshen is retiring. Her son
Bryan, a highly skilled and experienced Jewish communal
professional is the new CEO.
Recently, a community celebration of Keshen’s retirement
took place at the Beth Emeth
Bais Yehuda Synagogue, with
more than 250 people attending. It included a full lineup of
speakers, followed by an elegant dessert reception.
Marilyn Raphael, past chair
of the Reena board and a
Reena parent herself, began by
acknowledging the “members
of Reena’s large staff who have
come to celebrate and express
their appreciation to a fine

lady.”
Emcee Morris Zbar, president and CEO of UJA Federation of Greater Toronto,
praised Keshen’s “vision, drive
and passion.” He called her
“extraordinary” and said that
“there is no one like her.”
He was followed by Rabbi
Philip Scheim of Beth David
B’nai Israel Beth Am Synagogue who delivered a moving
spiritual message. York Centre
MPP Monte Kwinter brought
greetings from Ontario Premier Kathleen Wynne.
Lorne Sossin, vice-chair of
the board and dean of Osgoode Hall Law School,
praised Keshen’s energy, zeal,
compassion and strengths as a
“self-made woman” who
began as a volunteer yet “created, recreated and grew this
agency.”
Georgia Quartaro, dean,
George Brown College prepatory and liberal arts, presented
Keshen with a plaque honouring Reena’s Disabilities Counsellor Program, which began
in 2003. Reena partnered with
George Brown, the city of
Toronto and two other agencies in 2004 to train qualified
staff to work with the disabled.
A Memory Book of photographs from the Reena staff
“highlighting joyous and
heartwarming moments” was
presented to Keshen by COO
Sandy Semp.
Keshen thanked everyone for
their praise, yet insisted that it
is “all of you that are accomplished,” whether they be parents, staff or volunteers.
Considering herself to be just
one of many who made Reena
what it is today, she added
”Thank you for being part of
our family.”
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Religious teen overcomes handicaps, produces documentary
Toby Trompeter
Staff Writer
Not long ago, Yehoshua (Shui)
Edelstein, 19, was painfully
shy, anxiety-ridden and reclusive.
When he was five Edelstein
had to repeat pre-1A (senior
kindergarten) and his parents
were asked to check his hearing and have other tests done.
It turned out that he had disabilities that prevented him
from learning at regular
speed.
A student at an orthodox
cheder, the challenges caught
up with him around Grade 5.
Edelstein started a downhill
slide into feelings of worry,
shame and self-exile when he
realized he couldn’t keep up.
The Jewish Tribune met with
Edelstein and his mother Galia
Edelstein who played a large
role in his development. In her
words, when things went
wrong “he shut down totally –
school, friends, emotionally –
in every way, he shut down.”
Galia’s reaction?
“We’ll teach him piano…because I had the feeling that
this would help him in future; but the therapist said
‘no’ – there’s no way he could
learn piano.”
Yet the Edelsteins knew that
Shui was musical. He would
watch his sister practise and
ask her, “How do you know
how to play that? He would
just play around by himself
putting together songs – playing with both hands.
They ignored the therapist.
Today, Edelstein is at Level
Eight Piano. Edelstein’s mother
believes that the music was so
important for him “because he
found success there. It gave
him self-esteem, friendship
and a great outlet.”
Still, regarding his disappointing academic performance, in Grade 8, a specialist in
paediatric anxiety told the
Edelsteins: “I don’t think
you’re going to do better than
what you’ve got right now.
Don’t get your hopes up.”
Edelstein’s parents’ answered
a letter to the editor, from a
parent whose two sons also
struggled with learning disabilities. With six families,
they put together their own little school with a high teacherstudent ratio.
Two remarkable things happened on the way to school.

Edelstein’s mother told him
in the car on the first day: “If
you don’t want to go, you have
to tell me now; but you have
to realize – don’t be a fool – it’s
the opportunity of a lifetime.”
Edelstein answered: “Okay.”
“He definitely got it,” said
Galia.
Then one day, as Galia
turned the key in the ignition,
a tape came on of motivational
speaker Anthony Robbins
talking about movie producer
Steven Spielberg. Edelstein sat
up attentively and said: “I want
to hear this.” His mother said,
“Okay, then, but let’s start from
tape No. 1.”
That entire year on the way
to school, Edelstein listened to
the 20 tapes in the series his
grandfather had lent them,
with his mother “translating” it
into the cultural terms a religious Jewish teen could understand.
“I (kept) a success journal,
following all of his exercises,”
Edelstein said.
“And he did all of them. It
helped him set priorities,
goals,” added Galia. “The
whole point was defining success...and how to motivate
yourself.”
“For me, when I learn something – I succeed,” Edelstein
asserted.
“The tape asked: ‘What’s
holding you back?’ So I had to
find everything that was holding me back. I had written (the
points) all down and a timeline to achieve it. Stuff that was
paralyzing me and I thought
was going to take five years
was achieved in one year.” he
said.
For example, “I had speech
impediments for all those
years and I spoke too fast, nobody was able to understand
me,” he said.
“It came from anxiety – he
felt he had to protect himself.... We did hire a speech
therapist but it went nowhere.
He had no interest, no motivation. In Grade 9 he became
motivated. He asked for a
speech therapist and it even
surprised the therapist how
motivated (he was) and therefore how fast he was (making
progress),” said Galia.
Edelstein also overcame
trouble remembering what
he’d learned 30 minutes ago.
Remarkably, he was so motivated and so fearful of forgetting that he began memorizing

The poster for Shui Edelstein’s documentary, The story of Yitzchak Rabin.

Yehoshua (Shui) Edelstein, producer and director of The Life of Yitzchak Rabin, at the Baycrest Centre for Geriatric Care in Toronto, where he has played classical piano for the residents as a volunteer since his early teens.

his high school courses, even
entire textbooks.
“I trained my brain to retain...all my knowledge (so
that I would) no longer need
to review,” he said.
This year, Edelstein will
complete high school through
Independent Learning Centres
online programs.
Rabbi Moshe Krokotsky,
Edelstein’s long-time private
tutor – one of the teachers
hired for the new high
school – said: “We could tell
he was a very smart boy. It
was just a matter of pulling it
out of him. His development
has been absolutely phenomenal – he’s come so far in all
areas.
“His
ability
to
understand...to be a creative
thinker…. He used to be extremely quiet, now he’s able to
speak in public. Once he realized what he had inside, there
was no stopping him. He has
tremendous determination,”
said Rabbi Krokotsky.
If all this weren’t enough,
the Toronto community recently saw the first screening
of The Life of Yitzchak Rabin, a
documentary about former
Israeli
Prime
Minister
Yitzchak Rabin at Shaarei
Tefillah
Synagogue
in
Toronto, which Edelstein
wrote, produced and edited.
He began working on it in the
summer before Grade 9 and
it took him three years.
“I read an article in Mishpacha Magazine that just mentioned the Rabin assassination.
I had no idea who Rabin was
until I read the article,” Edelstein confessed.
Edelstein watched a video of
the attack.
“I was in a daze afterward. I
was shocked...it disturbed me;
I couldn’t get it out of my
mind,” he remembers.
Galia added, “He kept saying
‘how could one Jew kill another Jew?’”
Edelstein wouldn’t let it rest.
Throughout Grade 9 he began
to research (Rabin’s) life – his
accomplishments, why he was
killed. He said that summer
solidified his decision to build
a career making documentaries.
Edelstein had been fiddling
around with Corel Video Studio from the time he was a
youngster. Compelled to explore his subject, he went
through hundreds of pictures,

hours of archival footage and
sources such as television
clips.
Producing the documentary
was transformational for Edelstein who identified with
Rabin.
“I derived a lot of inspiration
and drive from him. I connected on such a personal
level. His characteristics of determination and inner strength
resonated with me; I tapped
into it,” said Edelstein.
Edelstein would consult
with his teacher, Ayal Senior,
who used to work in the film
industry. Senior gave Edelstein technical books to read
– which he memorized. Senior is executive producer of
the film.
Julius Ciss of Jews for Judaism, was formerly a professor at the Ontario College of
Art and Design.
Ciss helped promote the
screening and posted to Facebook: “I know how to recognize talent. That’s why I hired
Shui to help produce our
videos. (His) film will give you
deep insight into the life and
mission of Yitzchak Rabin.”
The documentary is truly impressive, though at two hours,
needs further editing. Still,
Edelstein’s production stands
as a remarkable achievement
for anyone, let alone a yeshiva
boy with the odds stacked
against him.
The film has been hand delivered to Israeli Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu and
to the Rabin family.

Designer
convicted for
anti-Semitism
makes
comeback
John Galliano, 54, the British
fashion designer who was fired
by Dior in March 2011 over a
drunken anti-Semitic tirade in
a Paris bar, will debut his first
collection for French fashion
house Maison Margiela in London on Jan. 12.
The flamboyant designer has
kept a low profile since his
sacking and subsequent conviction by a French court for
anti-Semitism following his
outburst in which he hurled
abuse at customers in a bar in
Paris’s historic Jewish quarter.
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The Matrix: illusion is fine, but life rooted in this world
Rabbi Herbert
Cohen
Kosher Movies

When I was an undergraduate student taking
an introductory philosophy course, I had an
“aha” moment when I read Plato’s myth of the
cave, which describes a man living in a cave,
thinking it is the real world until light streams
in from above, at which time he realizes that
what he has been experiencing is not the real
world but an illusion. The real world is, in
truth, somewhere else. It is this kind of subliminal narrative that forms the emotional and intellectual
core
of
The Matrix,
a
thought-provoking, action-packed thriller
about a human rebellion against a world controlled by machines.
Thomas Anderson, a computer programming
guru, is also known as ‘Neo,’ a computer hacker
with an unsavoury clientele for which he pro-

vides all sorts of illegal substances. One evening
he is contacted by Trinity, another computer
whiz, who apprises him of Morpheus, a mysterious man who can tell Neo the meaning of “the
Matrix,” an entity that Neo frequently encounters online. Neo is interested in meeting him,
but three robot-like men are determined not to
have the meeting take place.
Despite obstacles, and there are many, Neo
and Morpheus meet, after which Neo’s life is
forever changed. Offered a red pill by Morpheus, Neo takes it, and the pill enables him to
see the world in a totally unconventional way.
He embarks on a psychic journey, which convinces him to join Morpheus in his quest to
overthrow the mechanical forces of conformity
and rigidity that are presently controlling the
world.
Morpheus tells Neo that in the 21st century,
there was a war between human beings and the
intelligent machines they created. Eventually
the machines won and trapped the humans in
an artificial world, the Matrix, in which humans
exist in a simulated environment. This keeps
them compliant slaves to materiality, without

The Braid
Leora Freedman
Jewish Short
Stories

Flora used to say that no one should sentimentalize extended family life. The whole time she
was growing up, her grandmother (her father
Joseph’s mother) lived with them in their house
in Brooklyn and made an otherwise good life
unpleasant.
This grandmother would have Flora’s mother
Charlotte make many pounds of gefilte fish
every Friday and then donate it to charity. Charlotte made it by hand, with a big wooden chopping bowl and wood-handled chopper.
However, the fish was given in the name of the
grandmother, as if she’d chopped and baked it,
and she got all the credit. Charlotte was philosophical about it and would say that her husband Joseph couldn’t help having a difficult
mother.
Each summer, Flora, her mother Charlotte,
and her brother Edwin would escape the grandmother by vacationing on a non-kosher farm in
upstate New York. The grandmother was unable to accompany them because she couldn’t
eat the food. (At home they kept a kosher
kitchen because Joseph and Charlotte wanted
any Jew to be able to eat in their home). They
had wonderful times on these farms, riding
horses and helping with the chores, and were
often invited to come back and visit for Christmas or Easter.
One spring, they were all looking forward to
Easter on a farm, but they didn’t get to go because of an innocent mistake of Edwin’s. One
evening, the grandmother said to him: “Bring

me my bread.” She had some special bread
that only she ate. However, due to her thick
Yiddish accent, the word sounded to Edwin
like “braid.” She also had a special braid of
false hair, which she wore on Shabbat and
other occasions. Edwin thought she was saying “Bring me my braid,” so he brought the
braid of false hair to her in the dining room.
She was so angry that she forbade him to go to
the farm for Easter. No one, not even Joseph,
could contradict her; Charlotte said if Edwin
couldn’t go they would all stay home, and
they did.
Many years later, when Flora and Morris were
first married, they lived in this same house with
Flora’s parents, Joseph and Charlotte. Morris
enjoyed it, as he’d lost his mother when young
and never had any real family life. Someone
once remarked to him that Flora might get fat as
her mother had, and Morris replied that if Flora
turned out like her mother in every way, including getting fat, that would be fine with him.
Charlotte always had “second sight.” One day,
as the result of a premonition, she organized
everything at home and then went to visit an
old friend she hadn’t seen in a long while. Walking home afterwards, she had a sudden stroke
and died. Someone ran to get them, and Morris
did not wait for the ambulance to come; he just
picked up the very heavy body of his (quite fat)
mother-in-law and carried her in his arms for
an amazing number of blocks, Flora said, not
putting her down until she was inside the house
where they’d all lived together.
http://www.jewishshortstoriesonline.com/
Copyright © Leora Freedman 2014
Leora Freedman is a faculty member at the University of Toronto; her third novel, The Daughter
Who Got Away, is forthcoming from Yotzeret Publications.

the freedom to question and to think on their
own. Morpheus seeks to rebel against this universe of conformity by hacking into the Matrix
and recruiting enslaved humans to rebel against
the machines.
The rebels’ profound understanding of the artificial reality of the Matrix allows them the
bend the laws of the physical world, giving
them superhuman powers that are choreographed with visceral energy on the screen. We
learn that Neo is recruited specifically because
Morpheus sees him as “the One” to save the
world from the corrupt machines, and he is
trained to do battle with their human-like representations. The movie’s dense plot almost requires a second viewing to comprehend the
complexity of the conflict between the men and
the machines.
The essential question that the film poses is
what is the nature of reality. Plato’s cave
metaphor suggests we are living in a world of
illusion and we have to exit the cave if we are to
live a full and honest life. The matrix represents
this world of illusion, and the rebels want to live
a real, not artificial, life.
Jewish tradition encourages us to dream, to
have illusions, but we must have our feet firmly
planted in the real world. The patriarch Jacob
dreamt of a ladder reaching to the heavens, but
the ladder was rooted in the earth. Moreover,
our sages encourage us to contemplate other
planes of existence, such as the heavenly Worldto Come, which gives us spiritual pleasure.
Nonetheless, they remind us that it is in this

Keanu Reeves as Neo in The Matrix

world, the nitty-gritty everyday world, the
world that the rebels want to revive, that we express our humanity through the crucible of real
life experiences. It is here that we truly accomplish our life’s mission and fulfill our personal
destinies.
Free choice makes us human and reflects the
divinity within us. The Matrix suggests that for
humans to fulfill their potential as human beings, they must be able to freely choose life over
death, light over darkness.
Rabbi Herbert Cohen, PhD is the author of Kosher
Parenting: a Guide for Raising Kids in a Complex World; Walking in Two Worlds; Visioning
Torah Concepts through Secular Studies; Texas
Torah: the Interface of the Weekly Torah Portion with Everyday Life, and The One of Us: a
Life in Jewish Education.

On in-laws, food and chores
Lisa
Kates
Young &
Healthy
I spoke to couples speak about pressure, food
and chores.
On in-laws
He says: Her mother calls and comes by way too often.
She says: If your mother would help like my mom
does, she would definitely come by less!
Sometimes the pressure of work, a new baby,
and all the other new variables that come with
change are inevitable. It is natural for some Jewish mothers to gladly kick in and give time, energy and, unfortunately, their opinion. Direct
the in-laws to concentrate on helpful tasks and
not advice, unless solicited. Be grateful that you
have their love and support, as it won’t always
be there. Don’t take it for granted.
On food
She says: Let’s go vegan, let’s eat healthy, so I can
look better.
He says: I just bought that new barbecue and intend to grill that salami.
Nothing has to be all or nothing. Let him be in

charge of the meats and other carnivorous
foods, she can make the delicious soups, salads,
grains and beans. Man cannot live by meat
alone! Eat a wider diet to include many plantbased foods, supplementing with animal foods,
if craved. Some experts claim that knowing
your blood type is helpful with food
choices.There is no one way here, some folks
need more protein where others are best suited
to eating a more vegetarian diet. Again compromise and understanding, balance and creativity is the key to a long and happy life
together.
On chores
For women, sex and chores are linked.
She says: I don’t feel sexy when I know I have 10
loads of laundry, a messy kitchen and I have to
shop. I am way too tired.
He says: I am at the office putting out fires all day,
are my expectations too great? A clean house and a
meal when I get home.
Foreplay starts long before you get in the bedroom, baby. He has to kick in here and support
her, if she is the one at home. Try offering to
do the grocery shopping on the way home from
work. Offer to take the dog and baby out when
you get home, give her some time. By taking the
initiative and showing her you care, she won’t
be able to resist you. The relationship is the key,
all else is background noise. Don’t forget it.
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Smith determined to stay up with Leafs
Jack
Borenstein
Centre Trevor Smith, 29, hopes
his second stint with the Toronto
Maple Leafs will help him earn
full-time National Hockey
League status going forward.
Since being profiled in the Feb.
26, 2009 Jewish Tribune, he’s
played on many American
Hockey League (AHL) teams,
along with 16 games with
Tampa Bay in 2011/12. At Norfolk that season he played in the

AHL All-Star Game, had a league
best Plus/Minus (+34), and playoffs points (16).
“It was a terrific season playing
with such a close-knit group of
guys. I enjoyed competing
against top lines and being effective in the defensive end.”
Smith has good memories of
his Jewish upbringing.
“I remember enjoying Friday
night Shabbat dinners and eating homemade challah,” he said.
“While living in West Vancouver,
I had my bar mitzvah and attended Hebrew school and…
services at Congregation Har El.”
In 2003 Smith went on a
Birthright tour with his brother.
“Attending a Friday night serv-

NBA’s Pelicans
add Israeli
point guard
(JNS.org) – The New Orleans
Pelicans signed point guard
Gal Mekel, who last season became the second Israeli-born
player in the National Basketball Association (NBA).
Mekel had initially agreed to
sign with the Indiana Pacers
last month, but the deal fell
apart due to a visa issue. Last
season, Mekel appeared in 31
games for the Dallas Mavericks, averaging 2.4 points and
2.0 assists per contest. In his
first two games with the Pelicans on Saturday and Sunday,
the 6-foot-3 guard averaged
5.0 assists in 11.5 minutes per
game.
The NBA’s other Israeli
player, 6-foot-9 forward Omri
Casspi, is averaging 8.2 points
and 3.4 rebounds per game
this season with the Sacramento Kings.

ice at The Wailing (Western)
Wall in Jerusalem, was a powerful message for me about what
being Jewish was all about.”
An upper body injury in the
playoffs prevented Smith from
competing at the 2013 Maccabiah Games in Israel (where
his father Harvey was assistant
coach of the men’s gold medal
hockey team). He subsequently
signed with the Toronto Maple
Leafs and started 2013/14 with
their AHL Toronto Marlies.
“I was really honoured, when
(Marlies) head coach (and current Leafs assistant coach) Steve
Spott named me captain,” he
said. “He’s a player’s coach who
lets you know what you’re doing
right and gets right to the point
with comments and advice.”
Spott credited Smith “for transitioning well last season in delivering offensively. This year he’s
been trusted in difficult situations, like checking and penalty
killing, He’s a versatile character
player who can handle everything asked of him.”

Smith was ecstatic returning to
Toronto, having lived there in his
youth (born in Ottawa) before
moving to Vancouver.
“I remember playing shinny
with my brother at Oakbank
Pond on Centre Street in Thornhill. I was ecstatic being in the
centre of the hockey world in
Toronto, with my family watching me play.”
Smith was called up early October 2013 to the Maple Leafs
and scored four goals and nine
points in 28 games, before
breaking a hand during a midDecember game.
“The injury was actually a
blessing given our first child –
daughter Ilsa – was born Jan. 4,
and gave me time alongside my
wife to bond with her.”
He finished the season helping
the Marlies reach the AHL Western Conference playoff final,
with 11 points in 14 games.
Smith began this season with
the Marlies, until the Leafs recalled him for their Nov. 9 game
in Ottawa.

Toronto Maple Leaf Trevor Smith (Photo: Graig Abel)

“That day was emotional as
Maple Leafs and Senators players attended a private service at
the War Memorial, for the soldier killed there a couple weeks
earlier. The ceremony showed
how lucky we are to play hockey
for a living and value people
who protect us every single day.”
He acknowledged Maple Leafs

head coach Randy Carlyle wants
him “to learn our playing system
thoroughly, so I can earn his
trust. Carlyle acknowledged
Smith is “a low maintenance true
working utility player, who can
step into tough situations. To remain in the NHL he needs to be
a half step quicker and continue
improving on faceoff draws.”
Smith was thrilled having his
father Harvey on the team’s father-son Nov. 25 road trip to
Pittsburgh.
“It was great being able to
show my father how special he’s
been throughout my life, helping me with my hockey career.”
Smith has two assists in 13
games and a plus 1, at press
time. “It’s very important our line
(with wingers Richard Panik and
David Booth) always plays well
defensively, provide energy and
spark when needed and takes
advantage when a scoring opportunity occurs.”
Follow Smith on Twitter
@_tsmith.

Members of the Diamondjacks, the 2014 Montreal B’nai Brith Softball League Champions. Representing the team (from the left): Brian
Kelenson, Alan Guindi, Greg Kirsten (captain), Aaron Blauer, and Rob Lupovitch

Email j_borenstein@hotmail.com
www.twitter.com/JackJaybee

Diamondjacks win softball title
Gal Mekel. (Photo: Pkantz via Wikimedia
Commons)

Ages 18 months-5 years
Half & full day programs

Now taking registration
for September 2015

4300 Bathurst St.

To register, call Helen
at 416-638-6910

10 am - 11am Monday to Friday
CHIN FM 100.7
and CHIN AM 1540 Sunday 8 am - 10 am
Listen Live: www.zeldayoung.com
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Yes, it’s a battle over Jerusalem
Moshe Phillips and Benyamin Korn
“This is a battle over Jerusalem,” Prime Minister
Benjamin Netanyahu said in a nationally televised address to the people of Israel last week.
He’s right. But because of the Obama administration’s pressure, Israel is fighting with one
hand tied behind its back.
The war began last summer. Mobs of Palestinian
Arabs in some of Jerusalem’s eastern neighbourhoods started launching almost daily attacks on Israeli passersby – sometimes motorists, sometimes
police officers. There was no “provocation.” They
were not responding to a particular Israeli policy.
They were just trying to kill Jews.
Occasionally the attackers hit their target. On
Sept. 1, for example, rocks crashed through the
windows of a Jerusalem bus, injuring a threeyear-old Israeli girl. On Oct. 2, the day before
Yom Kippur eve, an Israeli family returning
from the Western Wall accidentally drove into
the Jerusalem Arab neighbourhood of A-Tur.
The rock-throwers leaped upon their prey. Two
teenage girls in the car were wounded – which
is a gentle way of saying that they narrowly
missed being stoned to death.
But for Arabs trying to conquer Jerusalem, injuring little Israeli girls once in a while is not
enough. From Oct. 17 through Oct. 19, official
Palestinian Authority TV repeatedly broadcast a
speech by PA chairman Mahmoud Abbas claiming that Jews were secretly plotting to “defile”
the Al Aksa Mosque and urging Arabs to “prevent them in any way.”
The Arabs got the message. On Oct. 22, Abd
al-Rahman Al-Shaloudi drove his car into a
Jerusalem railway station, murdering two – one
was three-month-old Chaya Zissel Braun, an
American citizen – and injuring eight others.
Sultan Abu Al-Einen, a senior adviser to Palestinian Authority chairman Mahmoud Abbas,
publicly praised Al-Shaloudi as a “heroic martyr.” The official Facebook page of Fatah, which
Abbas chairs, likewise called the killer “heroic.”
A week later came the attempted murder of an
American-Israeli rabbi, Yehuda Glick, in
Jerusalem. Abbas said of the assassin: “He rose to
Heaven while defending our people’s rights.”
Fatah sponsored city-wide celebrations and called
on “the fighters and the masses” to stage a “day of
rage” on the Temple Mount and throughout
Jerusalem. Not surprisingly, the Israeli police prevented Muslims from going to the Mount that
day. The police also discovered a stockpile of firebombs inside the Al Aksa Mosque.
The PA immediately declared that the police
who entered the mosque had “desecrated” it
and that the closure of the Mount that day
“proved” Israel wants to destroy the mosque,
which then became the pretext for more Palestinian terrorism, from the next car ramming
into a Jerusalem train station on Nov. 5 (two
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dead, 13 wounded) to the massacre of five Jews
(three of them Americans) in Har Nof on Nov.
18. All the while, Abbas continued stoking the
fires with speeches about Jews trying to “contaminate” the mosque.
Any reasonable person can see that the PA’s
claims are absurd lies and that its incitement is
playing a primary role in the violence. But the
Obama administration has a political agenda,
which seems to interfere with its willingness to
face the facts.
The administration wants to create a Palestinian state next door to Israel, with a large part of
Jerusalem as its capital. The only way to do that
is to try to maintain the fiction that the Palestinian leadership is “moderate.” Admitting that
Abbas himself is the one inciting the violence
would mean acknowledging that he doesn’t
want peace – thereby wrecking the entire premise of the administration’s Middle East policy.
Thus President Obama’s shocking – actually,
revolting – response to the Har Nof massacre:
“Too many Israelis have died and too many
Palestinians have died.”
The Israelis who have died were innocent victims of Palestinian terrorism. The Palestinians
who have died were terrorists who were killed
by Israelis in self-defence. But for Obama’s
lights, it’s all a great big blur, with no moral distinctions and all sides being equally guilty.
That’s the only way for him to keep pushing forward with the fiction of Palestinian moderation,
in the cause of Palestinian statehood.
The Obama administration is wrong. The
United States should be on the side of its peacemaking ally, Israel, in its fight against the Palestinian terrorist assault on Jerusalem. Whether
the victims are three Americans beheaded by
ISIS or three Americans butchered in a
Jerusalem synagogue, America and Israel are
fighting the same enemy.
The battle for Jerusalem is being fought – but
it’s not a fair fight. Palestinian terrorists use
rocks, firebombs, cars and axes. Palestinian
leaders praise, protect and finance them. Israel
tries desperately to defend itself, but the Obama
administration, with its relentless criticism,
pressure and moral equivalency, is in effect
tying one of Israel’s hands behind its back.
This is the moment for American Jewry to step
forward. Not with gala dinners and businessas-usual speeches, but with focused, effective
political action to send a message to the administration and to mobilize Congress and the
American public in support of Israel and
Jerusalem. This is the moment for American
Jewry to rise to the challenge. Now – before the
battle is lost.
Moshe Phillips is president and Benyamin Korn is
chair of the Religious Zionists of America, Philadelphia.
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Dig Quest: Israel, first archeology app
for children
If you’d like to see your children playing with
something a little more educationally valuable
than Nintendo, introducing: Dig Quest: Israel
the first archeology app for children.
In December, the Israel Antiquities Authority
launched the app featuring a host name Gabe,
who looks like Indiana Jones. The app is loaded
with archeological games and puzzles for children and is available for free download on
iPhone and iPad devices from the Apple app
store.
Dig Quest: Israel introduces children, ages 711, to archeology with unique games featuring
artifacts from the national treasures of the Israel
Antiquities Authority. The app includes: more
than 30 levels in two games; more than 50 images of historical artifacts; historical and archeological facts; translated and spoken excerpts
from the Dead Sea Scrolls, and a collection box
Annual Subscription rate
1Year $100 + 13% HST Opinions expressed in the Jewish Tribune do not
necessarily reflect those of The Jewish Tribune
Inc. or B’nai Brith Canada. The Jewish Tribune is
not responsible for the Kashrut of its advertisers.
It reserves the right to refuse advertising that in
its opinion is misleading, or incompatible with the
advertising policies of the newspaper. The Jewish
Tribune is registered with CARD (Canadian Advertising Rates and Dates) and the Ethnic Media and
Markets. The Jewish Tribune is a member of the
AJPA.

to store artifacts and discoveries.
Players select between two dig sites: Lod or
Qumran. At Lod, the player has to clear dirt to
uncover an ancient Roman mosaic of the zodiac
and then identify and classify the animals and
objects on the mosaic in a fast-paced quiz game.
In the Qumran caves, the player pieces together fragments of the 2,000-year-old Dead
Sea Scrolls in a puzzle game. The scrolls can
then be scanned to reveal their text more clearly,
(mirroring the spectral imaging process executed by the Israel Antiquities Authority team)
and clips of the script can be heard read in the
original Hebrew with subtitles.
A demo can be viewed on YouTube at:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5di4RcCLLmY where you can see the excellent graphics and educational quality of the app for
yourself.
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Commentary

Are Palestinian terrorists immune from extradition?
Stephen M. Flatow
JNS.org
Poor Diego Alfonso Beltran! The US Department of Justice has announced that Beltran, a
member of the Columbian terrorist organization
FARC, has been extradited to the US to stand
trial for an attack on American citizens in Columbia in 2003. It is Beltran’s misfortune that
he is not a Palestinian. If he were, he could rest
assured that the US would never extradite him.
It is one of the great mysteries of American
foreign policy that while terrorists from around
the world are routinely extradited to the US to
be prosecuted for attacks on Americans, there
is one class of killers that seems to be immune
from extradition: Palestinians.
More than 100 Americans have been murdered by Palestinian terrorist attacks, mostly in
Israel but sometimes in other countries, in the
last several decades. Yet not a single Palestinian
terrorist involved in those attacks has ever been
brought to trial in the US.
Not one.
Think about that. If there had only been a few
such attacks, and just a few American victims,
one could understand why there had been no
extraditions. But more than 100 Americans
killed, and many others wounded, means that
at least several hundred Palestinian terrorists
have been involved. And the US government
has been unable to bring even one of them to
trial? Not even one?
Before the signing of the Oslo accords in
1993, the US did not have any relationship with
the Palestinian leadership – it was simply a foreign terrorist organization – so there was no
possibility of the Palestinians handing over a
terrorist to the American authorities. But with
Oslo, all that changed. The US now had an official relationship with the Palestinian Authority
(PA), the de-facto Palestinian government. The
US began training its security forces and giving
it $500-million annually. For the first time, the
American government was in a position to ask
the Palestinians to hand over killers of Americans.
I say “hand over” because there’s a legal technicality involved. The US has never had a formal extradition treaty with the PA. So,
technically, the PA does not have a legal obligation to extradite terrorists to America. (The PA
does, however, have a legal duty to extradite
them to Israel – something it has never done.)
But there are many countries that have surrendered terrorists to the United States outside the
extradition channel. It’s called “rendition.” Either because of US pressure, or because of a
general desire to have friendly relations with the
US, governments frequently agree to “rendition” – that is, to voluntarily hand over terrorists for prosecution in America.
Sometimes the US brings the terrorists via rendition, even when an extradition treaty exists,
simply to make the process faster and less complicated. In fact, it’s done so often with Mexico –
even though there is a Mexico-US treaty – that
law enforcement officials long ago nicknamed
it “extradition Mexican-style.”
Nevertheless, some US government officials
have tried to use the absence of a treaty with the
PA as an excuse. When asked, in June 1997,

about the failure to extradite Palestinian killers,
US Middle East envoy Dennis Ross told American Jewish leaders that “one of the obstacles to
doing that is the fact that the United States does
not have an extradition treaty with the Palestinian Authority.” Yet surely Ambassador Ross
has heard of rendition. Why would he pretend
that no such option exists?
Another frequently heard excuse is that the
suspected Palestinian killers are in hiding and
the US doesn’t know where they are. That’s a
joke. Some of them are serving in the PA’s own
security forces – such as Bassam Issa, Kamal
Khalifa, Yasser Khaskin, and Mahmad Sanwar,
who were involved in the 1996 bombing in
which US citizens Sara Duker, Matthew Eisenfeld, and Ira Weinstein were killed.
According to news reports, some Palestinian
killers of Americans have been taken into protective custody by the PA to shelter them from
the Israelis. (The PA does not seem to be worried about having to shelter them from the
Americans.) Meaning, their whereabouts can be
determined with one phone call from Washington to Ramallah.
The other commonly heard excuse – on the
rare occasion that State Department officials are

asked about these cases – is that they don’t have
sufficient evidence to bring an indictment.
Sorry, that’s just not plausible. Some Palestinian
killers of Americans have been tried by the PA
and given slap-on-the-wrist punishments; the
US could ask to see the evidence in those cases.
Some Palestinian suspects arrested by Israel
have revealed the names of accomplices (in attacks on Americans) who are still at large; those
confessions could be used by the US to indict
the fugitives. Israel itself has indicted some fugitive Palestinians who were involved in attacks
in which Americans were among the victims;
the US could ask Israel to share the evidence
used in those inducements.
The most absurd excuse had to do with Mohammed Abbas, mastermind of the cruise ship
hijacking in which Leon Klinghoffer was murdered. Over the years, he lived in many countries from which the US could have demanded
his surrender – but the US never acted, on the
grounds that the statute of limitations on prosecuting Abbas had expired. Someone at the Justice Department forgot that there’s no statute of
limitations on murder. (They wrapped themselves in the technicality that Abbas was wanted
for hijacking, not murder.)

In short, the US has plenty of leverage to convince the PA to hand over suspects – if it wants
to use that leverage. The US can easily locate
some of the suspects – if it really wants to find
them. The US can secure the necessary evidence
to indict them – if it really wants to indict.
So why doesn’t it want to?
The answer tears the issue away from the
realm of justice and morality and into the fetid
swamp of political convenience. The Clinton,
Bush, and Obama administrations developed a
Middle East policy based on having friendly relations with the PA to pave the way for a Palestinian state. Putting a Palestinian terrorist on
trial in America would infuriate the PA, which
would defend the terrorist as a “hero” and a
“martyr.” That would sour America’s relations
with the PA, reveal that the PA’s view of terrorists has never changed and undermine American public sympathy for Palestinian statehood.
So killers of Americans roam free – and justice
lies trampled in the dust. American victims of
terror deserve better than that.
Stephen M. Flatow is an attorney and the father of
Alisa Flatow, who was murdered by the Palestinian
terrorist group Islamic Jihad in 1995.

An Arab prince denounces Islamism
Daniel
Pipes
In a remarkable, but thus-far unnoticed, address
on Dec. 5, Salman bin Hamad Al-Khalifa, the
crown prince of Bahrain (an island kingdom in
the Persian Gulf and home to the US Navy’s Fifth
Fleet), candidly analyzed the Islamist enemy and
suggested important ways to fight it.
He has much to teach Westerners (starting
with his hapless UK counterpart, Crown Prince
Charles), if only we would listen. Yes, some
Western leaders speak about confronting the Islamist ideology, but the majority avoids this
issue by resorting to euphemism, obfuscation,
and cowardice. Most frustrating are those leaders (like Tony Blair) who deliver powerful
speeches without follow-through.
Prince Salman, 45, and widely acknowledged
to be the Bahraini royal family’s principal reformer, opens his remarks by addressing the inaccuracy of the phrase, ‘War on Terror.’ The
time has come, he says “for us to get rid of” a
term that dates back to 9/11. “It is a bit misleading, it is not the entirety and the totality of
our conflict” but merely a “tool” and a tactic.
He goes on in flawless English to place the
current conflict in historical context: “If I think
back in the last century, we faced a very different foe. We faced communism and we faced it
together. But when we faced communism we
understood it as an ideology. Terrorism is not
an ideology.”

He notes that “we are not only fighting terrorists, we are fighting theocrats.” As Salman uses
this term, theocrats are men “placed at the top
of a religious ideology who [have] the power by
religious edict to strip someone…of their hereafter – and use [religious power] for political
gains.” They are also tyrants, isolationists and
misogynists who will need to be fought “for a
very long time.” He scorns them for being “very
much like the 17th century” and having “no
place in our modern 21st” century.
He urges us “to discard the term ‘War on Terror’ and focus instead on the real threat, which
is the rise of these evil theocracies”; to this end,
he proposes to replace ‘War on Terror’ with his
formulation: a ‘War on Theocrats.’ This concept,
he hopes, will make it possible to “start to put
together the military, social and political – and
maybe even economic – policies in a holistic
manner to counter this, as we did with communism.” In perhaps the outstanding line of the
speech, he states that “it is the ideology itself
that must be combated. It must be named, it
must be shamed, it must be contained and
eventually it must be defeated.”
So far, perfect. But Salman avoids the bitter reality that the “twisted” and “barbaric” ideology
he describes is specifically Islamic and the
theocrats are all Muslim: “this war that we are
engaged in cannot be against Islam…Christianity, … Judaism, … Buddhism.” So, when naming this ideology, Salman dithers and
generalizes. He proffers an inept neologism
(‘theo-crism’), then harkens back to World War
II for ‘fascist theocracy.’ He implicitly rejects ‘Islamism,’ saying he does not want a “debate
about certain political parties, whether they’re
Islamist or not.”

I submit that Islamism is precisely the term he
seeks for the enemy ideology; and we are engaged in a ‘War on Islamism.’ Salman understands the problem well – the transformation of
Islam into a totalitarian ideology. But he seeks
refuge in the pretense that Christianity, Judaism,
and Buddhism all share this affliction. Better
that he – and other forthright Muslims – accept
the ineluctable reality that Islam alone contains
a totalitarian temptation.
On the positive side, Salman’s remarks fit into
a growing trend among Muslim politicians directly to confront the Islamist danger. Two recent examples:
In an important conceptual breakthrough, the
nearby United Arab Emirates government has
placed the Council on American-Islamic Relations (CAIR) and many other non-violent
groups on its terrorism list on the grounds that
they engage in incitement, funding and the
other precursors of terrorism.
The government of Egypt issued an INTERPOL arrest bulletin for Yusuf al-Qaradawi, 88,
the hugely influential spiritual leader of the
Muslim Brotherhood, for “incitement and assistance to commit intentional murder, helping…
prisoners to escape, arson, vandalism and
theft.”
This new tendency has great importance. As I
often say, radical Islam is the problem and moderate Islam is the solution. Now, we may add
another influential leader, indeed a crown
prince, to the ranks of those Muslims who wish
to find a solution.
Daniel Pipes (DanielPipes.org) is president of the
Middle East Forum. © 2014 by Daniel Pipes. All
rights reserved.
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News

Community Calendar
Shabbos meal at 6 p.m. Tickets are $35 and only advance
online reservations will be accepted. To reserve your spot,
go to www.chabadqueenmary.com/shabbaton.

Shabbat Shirim program

Stuart Nulman
Thurs., December 18
Across
1. Lyricist Fred who wrote for Minnelli and Rivera
4. Baruch She'___ (early morning prayer)
8. Labor Zionist and journalist Katznelson
12. "I agree!"
13. In Turkmenistan he's baba, but his wife was
baba on the Lower East Side
14. Psychologist Fromm who asked, "If I am what
I have, and I lose what I have, then who am I?"
16. Comedienne Rudner who called men "portable
heaters that snore"
17. Band with three Israeli-American sisters ("The
Wire," "Forever")
18. ___ House (Jerusalem museum for the eponymous artist's work)
19. Horace Kallen's black friend Locke
21. Start of Rosh Hashana?
23. African country where Arabic is spoken
24. Dov ___ of Mezritch (famous maggid)
25. Wallach and Broad
27. "To Pray ___ Jew" (Hayim H. Donin book)
29. "Glengarry Glen Ross" Tony winner Schreiber
30. Monologuist Hoffman ("Too Jewish?)
31. Org. many Dublin Jews supported after World
War I
34. Belonging to the Jewish angel of illumination
37. Zech. alternative
38. What a gonif does
39. ABC's "The Goldbergs," for example
40. With 48-Across, moniker for Joseph Ber
Soloveitchik
41. Kind of show hosted by Monty Hall or Ben
Stein
42. Jacob K. Javits, once
43. When Jews sometimes mark Rosh Chodesh
two months in a row
45. Bart of "Oliver!" fame
47. Nickname for Jerry Lewis's mother Rachel
48. See 40-Across
49. Sophie Okonedo won one in 2014 for "A
Raisin in the Sun"
50. Article written by Hannah Arendt?
51. Actor Paul who onced DJed for bar mitzvahs
52. Scholar Ruth or Paul
55. Restaurant to nosh at
58. Former Negev location of the educational institute of the World Union of Jewish Students
60. Author Jonathan ("A Time to Every Purpose:
Letters to a Young Jew")
62. First-century Hellenistic Jewish philosopher
64. Something to count on?
66. CCJO ___ Cassin (British charity)
67. English version of the Hebrew name
Shoshana
68. Baron of the massive "Social and Religious
History of the Jews"
69. Basketball star Shaquille O'___ who speaks a
little Hebrew
70. Tu B'shvat treat
71. Kind of country some FSU olim came from
72. Beatle wife who said she would have made
love to Hitler
Down
1Father of sociology Durkheim
2. Youth group founded in Riga
3. ___ Jeshurun (NYC synagogue since 1825)
4. "Country of ___: A Jewish Doctor in Poland"
5. Mincha alternative
6. "___ Irish Rose" (intermarriage comedy of
1922)
7. Battering ___ (method for breaching Masada's
walls)
8. Make Sheldon Adelson happy in Las Vegas
9. "Weekly Jewish Wisdom" columnist Brown for

the Washington Post
10. Mark Zuckerberg, notably
11. The Maccabeats recorded a version of "___
Dodi"
12. Like 20 percent of Israelis
15. ___ Hasharon (location of the Mosenson
Youth Village)
20. He played jazz singer Jess in 1980's "The
Jazz Singer"
22. 2012's "___ Nagila: The Movie"
26. CBS CEO Moonves
28. Caesar who passed away in 2014
29. Jack whose name is on your money
30. Japanese Prime Minister who visited the Anne
Frank House in 2014
31. Country of origin for many Beverly Hills Jews
32. Empire that conquered the Jews in 63 BCE
33. The Bible's first shepherd
34. Where Natan was Anatoly (abbr.)
35. Actress Perlman who is joining "The Mindy
Project" in 2014
36. British actress Skye whose first name is pronounced "Eye-oh-nee"
37. Concept of light in Kabbalah
40. Hebrew letter whose gematria value is 400
41. Shabbos ___
43. Author Shavit who wrote 2013's "My Promised
Land"
44. CNN journalist Bash
45. Ben Gurion, before 1973?
46. Michael Bloomberg and Bernie Sanders, politically (abbr.)
49. Travel writer Benjamin of ___
50. Last resort?
51. Jerusalem's ___ Rachel Hotel
52. "Somewhere That's ___" (Ashman/Menken
song)
53. Famous name in psychoanalysis
54. Woman whom Deborah prophesied would kill
Sisera
55. The Jewish Brigade assisted them after the
Holocaust (abbr.)
56. Judges judge
57. Kudrow or Loeb
59. Diplomat Dennis or boxer Barney
61. Author Mayer ("Plowshares Into Swords: From
Zionism to Israel")
63. Show-stopper in Marvin Hamlisch's "A Chorus
Line"
65. Nickname for President Reagan who went to
Bitburg

Dec. 11 puzzle

Puzzles by David Benkof
davidbenkof@gmail.com

Screening of film The Decent One
A screening of the award-winning documentary about Nazi
leader Heinrich Himmler, The
Decent One, will take place at
the Bloor Hot Docs Cinema,
506 Bloor St. W., Toronto, and
is presented in conjunction
with the Mile Nadal JCC.

Next Generation Chanukah party
The Next Generation group of
Temple Sinai Congregation is
holding a Chanukah party at
Boxcar Social, 1208 Yonge St.,
Toronto, at 7:30 p.m. Tickets
are $10 and can be purchased
by contacting Hayley at (416)
487-4161 or by e-mail at Hayley@templesinai.net.
• • •
Friday, December 19

Lights & Latkes
Chabad Queen Mary is holding a ‘Lights & Latkes’ Shabbos Chanukah celebration at
4941 Queen Mary Rd.,Montreal, with the menorah lighting at 3:45 p.m., and a festive

Temple Sinai Congregation of
Toronto, 210 Wilson Ave., is
holding a Shabbat Shirim program at 7:45 p.m., which will
also celebrate Chanukah.
Oneg Shabbat follows. For
more information, call (416)
487-4161.
• • •
Sunday, December 21

Young professional Chanukah party
The Village Shul, 1072 Eglinton Ave. W., Toronto, invites
young Jewish professionals
across the GTA for a special
Chanukah party at 8 p.m.
There will be contests, games,
music and refreshments. Admission is $10 in advance, $15
at the door. To register, contact
Shauna Walker at shaunawalker123@gmail.com.
• • •
Wed., December 24

Jews for Judaism lecture program
Jews for Judaism presents a
lecture with Rabbi Michael
Skobac, who will talk about A
Jewish Critique of the New Testament. It will take place at
Shaarei Tefillah Congregation,
3600 Bathurst St., Toronto, at
8:30 p.m. Admission is free.
For more information, call

(416) 789-0020.
• • •
Odds & Ends

Betel Centre computer classes
Registrations are now being
accepted for a series of computer classes of all levels and
computer programs and applications, which will take place
at the Betel Centre, 1003 Steeles Ave. W., Toronto, Jan. 12.
To register or more information, call Dianne at (416) 2252112, ext. 128 or e-mail
DianneER@betelcentre.org.

JPL Israeli Film Festival
Ticket are now on sale for the
Jewish Public Library’s 2015
Israeli Film Festival, in which
screenings will take place
every Saturday night from Jan.
17 to Feb. 14, 8 p.m., at the
Dollar Cinema, 6900 Decarie
Blvd., Montreal. Tickets are
$10 for JPL members, $15 for
non-members. Passes for all
five movies are also available.
To buy tickets, call (514) 3456416.
• • •
If your group, organization, agency
or synagogue in the Montreal and
Toronto Jewish communities have
an event, happening, fundraiser or
any item of interest that you would
like to have publicized in this column, please send the information
(including organization name, type
of event, day, place, time, event details and contact info) to me at
events@jewishtribune.ca.

Israeli cabinet approves Gadi Eizenkot as next IDF
chief of staff
(Israel Hayom/Exclusive to
JNS.org) – The Israeli government on Sunday approved the
nomination of Israel Defence
Forces (IDF) Deputy Chief of
Staff Maj. Gen. Gadi Eizenkot
as the IDF’s next leader. He is
expected to take office on Feb.
15, once current IDF Chief of
Staff Lt. Gen. Benny Gantz
completes his four-year term.
“Eizenkot is the right man at
the right time,” Prime Minister
Benjamin Netanyahu said. “He
can lead the IDF through the
substantial challenges we face.
These challenges are relentless
and I am convinced that by exercising responsible and firm
policies we can overcome
them all.”
The 54-year-old Eizenkot
rose through the ranks in the

IDF Infantry Corps, beginning his military service in
the Golani Brigade, which he
would eventually command
from 1997-98. In 1999,
Eizenkot was named military

secretary to the prime minister and defence minister, a
role that was followed by his
appointment to head the
IDF’s Judea and Samaria
Brigade.

Portugal’s parliament backs
Palestinian state
(JNS.org) Portugal’s parliament on Friday became the latest European legislature to support the recognition of a Palestinian
state. The Portuguese motion proposed to “recognize, in coordination with the European Union, the state of Palestine as an independent and sovereign state,” adding that “only
[Israeli-Palestinian] negotiations can ensure security and peace in
this region,” AFP reported.The move comes a day after the
French Senate and Irish Parliament each passed non-binding
measures advocating the recognition of Palestinian statehood. Israeli Foreign Ministry spokesman Emmanuel Nahshon said the
Irish Parliament was giving a voice to “statements of hatred and
anti-Semitism directed at Israel in a way which we have not
heard before,” the Associated Press reported.
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Weekly Job Postings

Lessons to be learned as a selfemployed outsourced consultant
Dear
Joanna
I recently finished a year-long project as a consultant at a Fortune 500 company where I managed and implemented a multi-million dollar
project. I was hired to manage the current team
of consultants who had been outsourced from
another firm. Within a week, the client decided
to keep me and end the contract with this other
consulting firm to save a few million dollars.
Working on a tight deadline with little resources and support, and countless obstacles, I
succeeded to implement this complex project
on time and within budget. In addition to the
extensive stress incurred at this workplace, I
worked many extra hours free of charge as I
was working on a fixed-price basis. Throughout the project, I was receiving glowing feedback on my work from all levels of staff; most
commented on their amazement at how I
pulled it off. At the final exit meeting with the
supervisor who hired me, the positive feedback
was not mentioned, but rather it was stressed
that I wasn’t the only one who confronted obstacles and the whole team did a great job. I left
the meeting feeling empty and disappointed.
Am I wrong to feel this way? How could I have
responded to this client?
Consultant Woes
Dear Consultant,
I understand you’re upset and frustrated with
this supervisor. This is a great opportunity to
learn from your mistakes and make sure you
look after yourself the next time. Here are some
strategies to consider before you start your next
consulting gig:
1. Identify your professional and personal
learning objectives. Before signing the contract, figure out what outcomes you would like
to achieve once you complete this project? Will
this experience contribute to your career development and growth? Will the financial rewards
be sufficient? Can this expand your professional
network opening up more opportunities for
new assignments?
2. Define clear professional boundaries. To
avoid resentment and surprises, be clear as to
the details of the duties, responsibilities, expectations, hours, location, overtime and salary as
well as the client’s objectives. Try to integrate
your objectives into the agreement as much as
possible so you are comfortable and clear with
what you are getting into. By clarifying your
boundaries in advance, you will have a better
understanding of the workplace culture and the
scope of the project. Then you must adhere to
the contract details, regardless of the chaos and
deadlines. If you need help with ironing out the
details of your agreement/contract, ask a relevant professional in your field. Remember, success is in the details.
3. Changes in agreement. If you notice any

changes to the signed contract, for example,
extra overtime, working at a different location,
expansion of your responsibilities and any other
areas that are not in the terms of the contract,
then you must call for a meeting with the client.
Be prepared to renegotiate the terms and salary
of your contract and then decide whether you
wish to continue.
4. Client testimonials. Use this opportunity as
a great marketing strategy for your business and
professional branding, especially with your social
media presence. Secure references, testimonials
and recommendations from the supervisor and
any staff that you worked with on the project.
5. Expect the unexpected. Remember, you
are an independent consultant who is hired to
make your ‘client’ look good to his/her managers and up the hierarchy, especially in the
complex corporate world. You were hired by
the supervisor to complete a job. If your client
acknowledged that you needed to go through
hurdles to succeed, he/she will look bad to
his/her manager’s and team, and could risk
looking incompetent.
6. Finally, in the world on consulting, a
true sign that the client likes your work is
that you get hired back.
Joanna
To submit your challenges, concerns, questions
and comments regarding this column and/or
your job search IN CONFIDENCE, please
email dearjoanna@jvstoronto.org.
Joanna Samuels, MEd., CMF, CTDP, is a certified
Life Skills Coach, and Personality Dimensions Facilitator working as an employer services lead and
job developer/job coach at Jewish Vocational Services (JVS Toronto), and as a part-time instructor at
George Brown College.
EMETemployment, a division of ©Jewish Vocational Service (JVS Toronto) is a free confidential
employment support and referral service for job
seekers from the Jewish community. In addition,
EMETemployment offers employers recruitment
services at no cost. For more information, please
visit www.emetemployment.ca.

Palestinians get observer status
at International Criminal Court
(JNS.org) – The International Criminal Court
(ICC) upgraded the Palestinians’ status to “nonstate observer” at its summit meeting in New
York last Monday.
While largely symbolic, the move gives the
Palestinians the right to ratify the Rome Statue,
the founding treaty of the ICC. So far, the Palestinians have not indicated that they will join the
122-member body.
Palestinian Ambassador to the United Nations
Riyad Mansour told the Ma’an News Agency that
the new status at the ICC is “another victory for
Palestinians at the international level, bringing
them closer to restoring their rights, and opening the door wide to drag leaders of the Israeli
occupation to the dock of this court, so the
souls of the victims can finally rest in peace.”

YOUTH DIRECTOR
Kehillat Shaarei Torah of Toronto,
a small yet dynamic modern orthodox Synagogue seeks a Youth
Director to join with the synagogue community to develop an
outstanding and exciting youth
program. The Youth Director will
be responsible for building a team
of youth leaders who will assist
the Youth Director in planning
and implementing safe, fun, effective and meaningful programming to engage the young people
of our synagogue.
Part-time. Pay will be commensurate with the training and experience of the candidate.
This position is now open. If interested, please apply immediately with cover letter and resume
to: morrieluft@gmail.com Please
include “Youth Director” in subject
line.
LEGAL ASSISTANT OR LAW CLERK
Toronto building company seeking legal assistant or law clerk for
immediate help with litigation
against city. Experience in one or
more of the areas of civil litigation, building, zoning, planning is
a strong asset. 10-4 Monday to
Thursday.
Please send resume to Joe
Gemeiner at:
rgoldhar2@symptico.ca
(Applicants who have previously
applied - please apply again.)

ACCOUNTS PAYABLE
ADMINISTRATOR
Part time (approximately 20 hours
per week). Location: Home Office
-Toronto, Ontario.
You. You have a passion to raise
the bar in the retirement industry.
You are an energetic, motivated
team player who is able to provide
the highest standards of performance and customer service. You
have experience as an Accounts
Payable Team Member and are
committed to excellence and willing to learn and have fun.
Us. At V!VA, we aren’t about
grand statements or lofty ideals.
We are a group of Canadians
committed to bringing the right
mix of people together to inspire
each other and deliver the highest
standards of customer service and
performance in the retirement industry. At V!VA we put people
first. We are looking for just the
right person who shares V!VA’s
purpose – Making Today Great!
If you are interested in joining the
V!VA Team, please submit your
cover letter, resume and portfolio
to people@vivalife.ca

ENGLISH/REMEDIAL TEACHER
Kol Koreh remedial program is
looking for an English/remedial
teacher with experience conducting PM Benchmark assessments to
administer assessments for us in
December and January.
Primarily afternoon hours.
$30/hour.Various locations.
For more information or to apply
please email a resume and
references to
kolkorehoffice@gmail.com.
DRIVER
Part time 30-35 hours per week.
Contact Cary at Applause Catering
at Cary@applausecatering.ca
PROGRAM COORDINATOR
One Kenton Alzheimer's Centre of
Excellence
Job Description:
1. A bright, cheerful person with
empathy for and an understanding of the needs of the elderly
and/or the physically/mentally
handicapped.
2. A high degree of patience and
tolerance.
3. Good organizational skills.
Previous supervisory experience
an asset.
4. Good communication skills;
both oral and written.
5. Ability to use motivational
techniques to subtly encourage
residents to participate in activities.
6. Ability to assist residents into
decision-making about their own
activity programs.
7. Community college
diploma/university degree in
recreation/activation preferred.
Responsibilities:
1. Develop, implement and evaluate leisure programs and services
to meet the psychosocial, physical, intellectual and spiritual

needs of all residents that reside
within this home.
2. Provide opportunities wherever
possible to involve residents in
the planning, provision and evaluation of leisure, educational and
fundraising activities.
3. Assess individual resident
needs and provide ongoing documentation of resident progress.
4. Coordinate the Volunteer program including recruitment, training, supervision and evaluation.
Please email resumes to
grinsaft@yahoo.ca
CREATIVE, ORGANIZED
AND MOTIVATED PERSON
part time for Thornhill based
business. Duties will include but
are not limited to:
Picking and packing orders, customer service, social media & blog
management.
Candidates must have their own
mode of transportation to and
from work.
Starting pay is $13 per hour. –
Hours to be determined
Please send resume and references to
jobinthornhill@gmail.com
SALES ASSOCIATE
Small gift shop in Vaughan Mills
Mall looking for part-time daytime sales associate from November-mid-January to work from
10:00am-4:00pm . Hourly rate
commensurate with experience.
Contact:
worldwidenature@gmail.com
ACCOUNTING SUPERVISOR
Toronto west. (Please note that
current enrollment at the mid to
senior level in a recognized accounting program is required.)
Our client is currently searching
for an experienced Accounting
Supervisor. (4 plus years experience in a mid size organization
helpful)
-Supervise A/R A/P
-Weekly and Monthly reporting
-all related accounting.
-G/L reconciliation
Please e-mail for details to:
barry.blostein@sympatico.ca

A/P A/R & COLLECTION SUPERVISOR
Toronto west
(Please note that current enrollment in a recognized accounting
program is required.)
Our client is currently searching
for an experienced Accounting
Supervisor. (4 plus years experience in a mid size organization
helpful)
-Supervise A/R A/P and collection
-Weekly cheque runs
-Weekly and Monthly reporting
-all related accounting.
-G/L reconciliation
Please e-mail for details to:
barry.blostein@sympatico.ca
HEBREW SCHOOL TEACHER
The Beach Shul ( 109 Kenilworth
Ave., Toronto ) is looking for a
Hebrew School Teacher for a 'Junior class' ( 5 & 6 year olds )
which will run on Sunday mornings, 10:00 - 12:00, from October, 2014 - May, 2015.
This is a paid position and will require some curriculum development, as well as liaison with the
current Hebrew School Teacher.
Salary will be dependent upon
qualifications and experience. The
applicant must have an up to date
resumé with current references,
as well as a valid Police background check.
Please send resumés to
shershenhorn@hotmail.com
OCT CERTIFIED TEACHER
at the Joe Dwek Ohr Haemet
Sephardic School with experience
for their Grade 3 Boys class, 12
noon to 4:00 P.M. Interested candidates should email their introductory letter, resume and
references to Mrs. Sarah Wasserman, Principal:
sarah.wasserman@jdohss.org
DEVELOPMENT OFFICER
for Chai Lifeline. Responsible for
assisting with Chai Lifeline
Canada’s direct fundraising pro-

grams, and preparing proposals
for corporate, individual and
foundation fundraising initiatives.The Development Officer is
required to interface regularly
with Chai Lifeline Canada staff
and donors and will work closely
with Director of Development in
the execution and administration
of all aspects of Chai Lifeline.
If you thrive in a growing organization that is dedicated to building a first class development
program, then this dynamic and
multi-faceted role should excite
you. Your interest and passion for
helping children will make you an
ideal fit for our organization.
Please submit your cover letter
and resume via email no later
than November 20, 2014 to:
chailifelinecanada@gmail.com
INSTRUCTOR THERAPIST
To provide IBI services with 3 year
old child on autism spectrum, 5
days a week, 9-3, under direction
of senior therapist to begin immediately.
If interested, please email a copy
of your resume to Dr. Mitch
Parker, mitch@zareinu.org
No phone calls please.

WAREHOUSE WORK
Part Time For Holiday Season
Lawrence Dufferin Area
Part Time 8.30-5.15 Friday to
3.30 no weekends
Flexible hours
1) packing checking outgoing and
incoming shipments
2) warehouse work filling shelves
and inventory control
3) customer service serving walk
in customers
4) able to lift 70 pounds
5) English reading and writing required
$12.00/hour
Please send
1) hours and days availabe
2) resume to jobs@nusso.com

UI DESIGN WIZARD
Key Skills, Experience and Knowledge
At least 3 years of experience in
web and mobile development
(Android and/or iOS)
Must have expertise in HTML5,
CSS3, and JS
Knowledge of front end programming such as node.js, backbone.js
Possess very good knowledge of
web and mobile UX/UI. Please
send your resume and portfolio to
Aviva at aviva@leverage.it
ADMINISTRATIVE ASSISTANT AND
EXECUTIVE ASSISTANT TO CEO
MNCSY Canada is looking for an
exceptional, highly motivated, organized individual for the role of
Admin Assistant with database
management skills. The successful candidate will report to the Director of Development and CEO.
Position Overview
Salary is commensurate with experience. Please email resumes to
resumes@ncsy.ca Only those selected for interviews will be contacted.

FAMILY SEEKING A MALE SUPPORT
WORKER/NURSE
to help a young adult several
hours a day (ie getting ready for
school, as well as several hours of
care after the school day). The
ideal candidate will have experience working with young adults
with a history of mental health
concerns, and be able to facilitate
all physical/psycho-social needs
for the student so he and his family can feel secure and nurtured. If
interested in applying for this position please contact
mirikluch@gmail.com
FRONT DESK ADMINISTRATOR
Real Estate Consulting office for
2-3 weeks in November, with potential to be extended.
Ideal position for a university student, recent graduate, or someone looking to gain experience in
the real estate field
Well compensated position
Monday-Friday 9am-5pm
Please forward your resume to
realestatetempjob@gmail.com

Job Postings courtesy of Zev Zlotnick
To submit a job opening,
email: zzlotnick@gardiner-roberts.com
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